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The Rhewl

Many books have been written on Welsh rural life, so writers of
any status have difficulty in not being repetitive on many of the
subjects.  The author has endeavoured to capture the way of life
of  this  village  through  the  centuries,  without  grazing  the
professional historians' record of the same period, except where
extracts are quoted from the early historical writers.

So many variations of themes in well-told tales, the author has
settled for the most popular, as records were unable to confirm
most of the stories.

In chapter 14 'Legend of Llewelyn'  the author has literally tied
together many scraps of information passed on by 'the Elders', to
give  a  reasonable  flowing  story  to  the  facts  and  sites  of  the
battle.

The writer  is  astonished,  to  say the least,  that  historians  and
many other writers on rural Wales, do not accept that drovers'
trails went through the Vale of Rhewl.

The evidence is so overwhelming, yet they merely state that a
drovers'  trail  went  over  the  Berwyn  Hills.  They  ignore  the
existence of an old slaughter house, ale houses and corrals, an
essential part of a drover's long journey covering many days or
even weeks.

The themes of  many stories in  this  mini-history are based on
locals' tales, and many are the variations of those tales, that no
doubt will cause debate on their authenticity.

The  author  will  be  pleased  to  hear  of  proven  and  recorded
alternatives to those written here, in preparation for, perhaps, a
revised edition.

S   G   C .
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Map of Rhewl, Llandynan & Llantysilio

A map of Rhewl, Llandynan and Llantysilio showing the River Dee with the
A5 and railway to its south, and the mountains and villages in the valleys to
the north.  Heights are in metres above sea level.
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Introduction:  Y Etifeddiaeth Cymraeg

Our historians of earlier years were fond of starting their research
into pre-history with the phrase "at the dawn of history", every city,
every town and village had its dawn and history.

So shall it be in this brief history of the village of Rhewl.  For such a
small community what a dawn, and what a history! to this ant-hill on
this earth's crust.   Ants knew exactly  what  they were doing,  and
where they were going, sometimes they got lost; but then don't we
all.

In all nationalities there is a way of life, their way.  So it is in Wales,
in  this  valley in  particular,  with  their  own diwylliant.   What of  the
heritage of Rhewl down the centuries?

What have they to show today for over four hundred years since
their dawn?  They have the ruins of the first settlers, the sites of
historic battles and rich pasture lands.  Above all an inherent desire
to  preserve  their  language,  through  the  descendants  of  today's
families.   There  are  no  slate  worked  quarries,  no  craftsmen
carpenters,  blacksmiths  or  saddlers,  but  there  are  still  the  hard-
worked  hill  farmers  and  their  families.   There  are  no  coaching
stations, except for a twice weekly 'bus service, every day for school
children.

The small townships of yesteryear are still there - Cymmo and Tyn
Twll - but today it is the village of Rhewl.

They can be proud of  their  heritage,  through their  language  and
culture they can endeavour to live by the standards of their forbears.
It  is a struggle to observe any standards in today's world,  except
perhaps in the family circle and school.  Unfortunately the outside
world has a powerful influence on any family philosophy.  Today's
generation mostly accept that influence, a few cling - but desperately
- to the past.
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The village can be proud of its beginnings,  its solid foundation of
religious teaching within its school and families.  That strength from
the past is still strong in today's youth.

Whatever their calling in maturity, they will always be Welsh; in their
small  nation there is something special  about that.  Whatever the
flamboyancy, or even bizarreness of today's world, they will show by
their deeds and words that they are Welsh.

That strength from the past is inevitably weakening within the family
unit,  mainly because of  immigration and emigration contributing a
weakness in the mixed culture, and to those outside influences.

There is an industrious spirit abroad in the village today, old cottages
are being modernised, farms are enlarging, with vast herds of cattle
and sheep,  and modern machinery beyond the wildest  dreams of
their grandparents.

Pastureland  cannot  be  enlarged  because  of  the  confines  of  the
valley,  but  crops have increased  enormously  because of  modern
methods and fertilisers,  all  from that same valley of  four hundred
years ago.

A few modern houses and bungalows have been built, though not
enough to spoil the unique appearance of Rhewl, a village spread
over  the wide  expanse of  a  valley,  with  incredible  views  from all
points of the compass.

Cultures from other lands are making inroads to the Welsh way of
life.  The race relations act protects immigrants - and rightly so - but
no act protects the descendants of our valley; a man's home is no
longer his castle, as some recent court cases have proved.  Mass
demonstrations down the years expose the fight which the citizens
have taken on to defend their heritage, birthright and language.  So
it is important for our descendants to learn to live with many other
cultures,  and  through  their  endeavours  live  content,  so  that  the
Welsh may survive in a world which is vastly different from that of
our first settlers.

They, too, had to fight hard to survive in many bloody battles in the
Rhewl valley.   They also came from many lands, as the origin of our
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Christian and surnames will prove, so in a way it is history repeating
itself down the centuries.

Happy are they who know the origin of things

This book is dedicated to the first settlers, and our ancestors who
built "the Village."
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Chapter One:  The first settlers

As the old peasant carried the sticks down the hillside towards his
primitive dwelling,  he could not know that  in three hundred years
there would be three not so primitive dwellings, a family community
of his descendants.  The first slates were being laid for the township
of  Cymmo in  Llantesiliau  about  1234.   We  know  little  of  these
dwellers except for the picture built  up by the archaeologists from
the digs;  we take up the story about three hundred years on.

The  continuing  of  a  township  by  the  turning  of  a  turf,  and  the
dwelling named Graig Ddu (Black Rock), was this a marker stone of
Prince Llewelyn?

In other parts of the valley,  over the years,  the same scene was
being enacted by other  settlers,  remnants of  the invaders  of  this
island,  ironically  the  forbears  of  these  settlers  had  also  been
invaders from other lands as far away as Africa.

But here at this place was born a village which, down the centuries,
was to create its own bible of its deeds and prayers.  This is the
story of that village, Rhewl.

These early dwellings were similar to the crude cottages of Ireland in
their primitive interiors and wild surroundings.  They were referred to
as miserable huts or wretched hovels.

They had no door, but sacking or blanket as a substitute, the floor
was bare earth or dried mud.  These one-roomed dwellings were too
small for an attic, or small timber platform.  In later years, as the
abode was built higher, a timber platform was built in, about five or
six feet from the ground.  It would be many years before the more
substantial attic came into use, for storing hay, small animals and
even children.

A crude partition of furniture or sacking would separate the parents'
bed from the children sleeping by the dying  embers of  the open
hearth.   All  household activities would be carried out  in this one-
roomed  dwelling,  except  that  on  a  fine  day  washing  and  baking
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would be done outside.  The design and building of the hut was an
expression  of  the  settler  and  his  wife  for  all  practical  purposes,
certainly  not  for  the  attractiveness  of  the  dwelling.   Kitchen  and
flower gardens came later, very much later.

The problems of water for drinking always astonished the historians.
Dwellings were almost always built because of the pastureland and
woodland adjacent to the site chosen.  The water situation was of
secondary  consideration.   In  lots  of  instances  springs  would  be
uncovered in embankments, and a hole dug to trap the water supply.
In a few sites a controlled flow to a spring from a nearby mountain
stream.  At Glan-yr-Afon the well was at the other end of a muddy
field, in a bog.  At Graig Ddu it  took three generations and three
dwellings to build the third dwelling with the spring by the front door
of the cottage.  A few records stated that some dwellers had to walk
long distances for their water supplies.

It is said that in some instances the living adjoined the cow house in
the later long-houses.  The early settler's cottage had a small, crude
animal  house  created  against  the  side  wall  of  the  abode.   H.T.
Wigstead wrote in his book Remarks on a tour to North and South
Wales,  "At  Corwen  in  1799  the  people,  cows,  asses,  hogs  and
poultry live in one apartment."  Some apartment!

In a few examples in the valley the kitchen started as a lean-to at the
bake house, like the early animal house.  The open hearth might
have a bar, chain and cauldron.  A recess in the wall  a mere six
inches deep and three feet  wide,  deepening to about  a foot  and
narrowing to a few inches at a hole in the wall,  to carry away the
smoke from the fire.

When the son took upon himself a wife, another dwelling would be
built.  This would now include the more substantial second floor to
become the first one up and one down in the valley.  Examples of
this can be seen at the farm of Graig Ddu.

A third dwelling was built alongside the spring, with a stone wall to
surround it, this cottage has been buried with extensions above, to
the  side  and  behind.   The  second  dwelling  had  also  been
incorporated, with a vast barn built of ships' timbers.
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The fourth building,  a slate built  animal  house,  had the entrance
door to the side of the building, to avoid the winter storms blowing in
on the animals.   This had now been sealed up, and an entrance
opened up at the front.

On the other  side of  the  valley  at  Llandynan  another  family  was
extending from its turf  cottage; after the second cottage was built
against  the  wall  of  the  first  dwelling  it  was  renamed  "Castell"
(Castle), possibly because it was now the largest house, with a fine
prospect of the valley.  This community, like the one at Graig Ddu,
was the first hill farmer's.

As the threat of war and roaming bandits receded, so other settlers
began to build their homes on the lower slopes of the hills and they
sprang up like mushrooms, to form the townships of Cymmo and
Tyn Twll.

The  few  banks  and  dry  stone  walls,  slate  barriers  and  hedges,
mostly  in  the  valley,  were  important  landmarks  to  distinguish
grassland  from  arable  land,  forests,  woods  and  copses.   This
enabled the control of livestock and pastureland rotation.

It  will  be  noticed  that  these  examples  of  field  borders  more
frequently surrounded ruins,  indicating  the importance the settlers
attached to land ownership and control of their livestock, to avoid
mixing the herds, and for defence against roaming bandits.

In 1841 Cymmo consisted of Acer Ddu, Coed-y-Gadfa, Graig Ddu,
Bwlch-y-Carnedd,  Cae  Llewellyn,  Rose  Cottage,  Sun  Inn,  Bryn
Derwen, Mynydd Bychan, Groes Llwyd, Efenechtyd, Rhydonnen Isa
and Uchaf.   The township  of  Tyn Twll consisted of  Gyfelin,  Bryn
Ffynon, Ty Uchaf, Forge, Maen Goron.

What  of  those  first  dwellings  of  centuries  past?   Astonishingly,
perfect examples of these can still be seen today, mostly used as
barns, cow sheds or tool and machine sheds.

The most primitive (1500s) can be seen at Graig Ddu, with its open
hearth  in  the  one-roomed  dwelling  -  minus  its  original  roof.  The
quality of the slate suggests that this was not of the earlier dwellings
of poorer quality slate, which would have disappeared long since.
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The  first  Cymmo (1600)  can  be  seen  at  the  rear  of  today's
residence,  probably one of  the first  two-floored dwellings,  with an
inside bakehouse, with traces of an animal house attachment at the
rear.

The skeleton of the Caes Bilmon (1500s) ale house, with no cellars,
can still be seen, with its adjoining two-roomed cottage and inside a
baking oven alongside the firegrate, with the new extension (about
1750s) stuck on the end, which became Plas Bilmon

A fine structure, in ruins, of a third generation two-floored cottage,
thought to be a cowherd shed, for three cows! at Bwlch-y-Carnedd
(1600s).

At last the village of Rhewl became established as the centre of the
community, with a chapel, flour mill, grain store at Mill House, four
inns,  five or  six  private residences and possibly  a post  house at
Gafaeliau, which still had a forge.  This would have been handy for
dropping off  mail  from visiting  coaches,  for  horseshoeing and for
general repairs to the coach.

On most days of the week one or more local craftsman or housewife
dropped in for repair to an implement, or just for conversation, and to
collect and despatch mail, so Gafaeliau was a hive of activity,  but
the first dwelling was nicknamed "the Hump" after the Twympath.

A 1758 document records "Cinder Banks" at Gyfelia and mineworks
at Bryn Ffynnon?

This note appears under Llantysilio.   N.B. "There's a place called
Boncyn  Gafaeliau,  where  ’tis  supposed  there  have  been  forges.
There's a green or bank, viz twympath,  hard by it,  called Boncyn
Gafaeliau, this is the open space including the road and site of the
hearse shed at the highest part of the hamlet of Rhewl (Yr Heol)."

At present there are no certain remains of a mound (or hump) or
Twympath at the spot indicated, except  a dwelling named after it.
Today there is a steep incline in front of the Conquering Hero Inn,
which would indicate such a site as described above.  The incline
descended on the other side in front of the capel and hearse shed,
and was known as the coach road.
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As  the  centuries  passed,  so  the  turbulent  history  of  the  valley
receded into the mists of time, with little thought to the effect the
characters  in  that  history  had  influenced  the  way  of  life  for  the
villagers today, for had it not been for those invasions, battles and
immigrations, this village of Rhewl could easily have finished on the
other side of the border, as far as the Welsh were concerned.  A
mere handful of miles, what was that to the war-lords of that war-
weary period in Welsh history?
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Chapter Two:  Ruins of the Valley

As the village of Rhewl developed and swallowed the old townships
of Cymmo and Tyn Twll, so too did the quality of the craftsmanship
in their buildings, which were to survive through the centuries, but
many of the earlier dwellings were allowed to fall into ruin through
lack of occupancy and neglect.

The  early  settlers,  in  most  instances,  had  given  up  fighting  the
elements,  the  warring  factions  and  robbers,  and  retreated  to  the
outskirts  of  larger  communities,  still  keeping to their  original  craft
whenever  possible.   Large  numbers  became  subservient  to
influential leaders and business types.

The tragedy  of  the  ruins  was  mainly  caused  by  other  craftsmen
wanting to build their own homes with the improved knowledge they
had of the quality of materials at hand, i.e. slates of different grades,
local timber and also rocks to reinforce the slate walls.

In many instances dwellings consisted of one room, or at most an
attic  floor  which  served  as  an  animal  food  store  and  sleeping
quarters  for  any  children.   Strangely,  these  dwellings  were  quite
warm, because of a timber fire on an open hearth against the wall of
the room.  No chimney stacks then, the voluminous smoke mostly
went up a sloping recess in the wall, to a nolle below the roof. The
family suffered many ailments from the smoke which remained to be
inhaled.

Some of the later buildings showed how the craftsmen had learned
from  experience  with  the  stronger  architectural  design,  such  as
Graig Ddu, Bwlch y Carnedd, Cymmo, Dee Farm and Cae Llewelyn,
etc.

Even as the earlier generations passed on, dwellings still remained
at one up and one down, until much larger families were forced to
add on a second dwelling to the walls of the original descendants
speak warmly  of  the  cosy intimacy of  family  of  those years,  arid
because of this the closely-knit community of family life.
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What tales the names of the ruins could tell!  The translations are 
almost a story in their titles:-

Dol Fawr - Big Meadow
Nant - Brook Cottage
Coed y Gadfar - Battlefield Wood
Bryn Coch - Red Hill
Ys Goboruchaf - High Barn
Cae Eryr - Eagles Field
Castell Crochen - Castle Cauldron

Bryn  Coch in  1851 was  still  occupied  by the perpetual  curate of
Eglwys, with five servants.
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In occupied residences :-

Cae Llewelyn - Llewelyn's Field
Graig Ddu - Black Rock
Acer Ddu - Black Acre
Bwlch-y-Garnedd - Pass of the Cairn

There is a place in the old township of Cymmo,  just beyond the old
quarry of Rhiw Goch, called strangely Cae Eryr - Eagle Field - aptly
named no doubt  as an area where eagles once flew,  but  now a
haunting place deep in a wood, which had at one time been a wide
expanse of pastureland.  Cae Eryr was, in fact, a cottage, of which
only one wall now stands, like a dark page in a book struggling to tell
its  tale.   Even today there is an air  of  occupancy in the wooded
garden and traces of orchard.

As on most farm sites, there are the remains of the earlier dwelling,
either in ruins or used as a stable or store-house, being a separate
building and not an extension, as at Cymmo.  Here, it is on the back
wall of the house and still in good appearance from drovers' days,
from whence the township took its name.  As usual, a one-roomed
cottage with a timbered platform.

The value of some descendants' homesteads is revealed in a sale in
1883 of Cae Bilmon at £700.19s.0d., also of Gaer-y-Goron Isa, at
£665.14s.0d.  The sale price of Cae Ifan Hir (otherwise Gaenen Hir)
was undisclosed.

In the same valley,  on the approach road to Acer  Ddu and Cae
Llewelyn, lies the ruin of Coed y Gadfa, a small holding. Sadly, last
vacated after the first world war, the only occupants today being wild
animals and shelter for the sheep.  An intriguing name for a cottage,
like most Welsh names it had a sound reason for the theme in the
title, Battlefield Wood (See Chapter 14).

The lost cottage of Bedw Uchaf turned out to be the re-named Bryn
Melyn after the steep wooded hill, in autumn Yellow Hill, across the
road from the cottage.  Named by Laddie Jones, who started the
Bryn Melyn Motor Services after the first world war.
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An early dwelling of unusually sound construction can be seen from
the contents of the ruins at Bwlch-y-Garnedd.  The cairn from which
the site takes its name lies mounted on its side in the farmyard, oval
in  shape,  about  six  feet  long  with  a  diameter  of  about  ten  feet.
There is no reason why it should not be one of Llewelyn's marker
stones in the legend of Prince Llewelyn's battle

It has been suggested that the ruin was a cow-shed and barn, but
even  their  forbears  would  not  build  a  barn  of  such  sound
construction for animals.

Old Flour Mill - 1836

A ruin of great interest to the locals is the old flour mill, built by Henry
Edwards and his nephew Elfed in 1836.  A very solid structure of
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sandstone, it had an upper floor into which the sacks of grain would
be hauled up on a primitive but strong pulley, thence to be dropped
into the machine below.  During the harvest the mill came into its
own, with the overloading from summer crops.

On the other side of the stream at Mill House was a two-storied grain
store for  surplus grain.   When the stream was in flood it  was an
awesome sight.   However,  the waters were partially  controlled at
Nant Cottage by a brookman.  A dam was built at Bedw Isa about
twelve feet high, for holding back the flood waters, and the waterfall
was of such volume it merited a mention on an 1837 survey map.

Mill House - 1836, a typically-built early slate house.

A peep inside this ruin defies the imagination as to how a family
existed in such a confined space.  One room served as an eating
room and parlour,  off  which  were  the doors  to  a  ridiculous-sized
kitchen and combined larder, and an even smaller box-type room for
logs and miscellaneous items, separated only by one huge vertical
slate slab.  Small wooden stairs led up to the two bedrooms which,
though small, were luxuries compared with conditions below stairs.
A stream swirling its way alongside the wall of the cottage to feed
the flour mill was quite a noisy one for the occupants.  When the mill
ceased to be used and fell into ruin, a water-wheel was erected by
the stream at  Tyn Twll,  for  driving a grinding machine for  animal
foods.   Other  grains  had to  be wearily  carted to  Pentrefelin  and
Llangollen mills.

The main industry in Rhewl was of course Rhiw Goch quarry, which
had  about  eight  to  ten  men  cutting  and  polishing  slate.  Quite  a
thriving industry for a family business, but no real wealth-producing
capacity, unless wealth can be counted as the employees,  then this
could bring a reasonable prosperity to the village.

Many scars on the valley landscape indicate the private discovery of
slate by local hill farmers, for use on walls for bordering their land,
and of course for roofing their homes and outhouses.  In the earlier
centuries the main structure of the buildings.
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It is on record that the Pentrefelin Slab and Slate Works were sold in
1896; would this have been the end of the horse-drawn trucks from
Clogiau slate quarry?

Extract from "Slate Quarries of North Wales" -

In the Dee Valley dark blue slate was quarried and mined at Moel
Fferna near Carrog, Moel-y-Faen, Pen-y-Glog near Corwen, and in
the Ludlow beds at  Glyndyfdwy  and Rhewl.   Although they were
weathered well, they came to be regarded as too thick for modern
users.  The large slate slabs used for the flooring and partitions in
many farm buildings in the area, seem to have been produced at two
main  centres,  Glyndyfdwy  and Clogiau,  some four  miles  north of
Llangollen.   The Ludlow beds consist  of  cleaved  mudstones and
uncleaved  laminated  silt.   The  rock  splits  readily  between  the
cleaved  and  the  uncleaved  layers  into  huge  slabs  of  uniform
thickness, forming material ideal for slabs, cisterns and flags.

Ys Goboruchaf - 1700s

The  "High  Barn"  is  shown  on  old  deeds  of  1839  as  the  Rhewl
property of a Mr. Robert Parry, though his residence is not shown on
the Register of Electors of 1845/95 so that is all that can be found on
that structure, more's the pity.

Castell Crogan - 1700

This was a winding gear and brake house for the quarry, before the
trucks  were  transferred  to  horses  at  the  stables  below  Maes-yr-
Ychain at the bottom of the incline.  Though why such a name as
Castle Cauldron?

What more can be said of the ruins of the valley, of which mention
has been made in previous chapters?  Surveying them today gives
an insight into the primitive social life of a bygone era.  Not enough
structure survives of most ruins to give an insight into the size and
structure, or purpose of its origin.

As in most cases referring to ruins, no documents can be traced, but
obviously they are somewhere gathering dust in a solicitor's cellar,
or  unnoticed  in  the  files  of  a  record  office.   Tragically,  recorded
history  for  the  historians,  locked  away  and  serving  no  useful
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purpose.  What stories they could tell!  The origin and purpose of the
buildings, its occupants and perhaps its structure and place in the
social strata.

In  too  many  instances  families  destroy  precious  documents  and
photographs and even furniture on the passing of a senior member
of  the  family,  as though they don't  want  to  remember their  past.
Today there is almost an obsession to find out about one's family
history, as far back in time as records will reveal.

One dreads to think what has ended up on family bonfires down the
centuries.  So the ruins take their stories to the tombs below the turf.
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Chapter Three:  The first Chapel

Today on  the  banks  of  the  River  Dee  stands  the  first  chapel  in
Rhewl,  built  in  1826  by  E.W.  and  now  two  private  residences.
"Avondale" was the chapel, "Minafon" was the caretaker's house.

The first timber structure on a level with the old flour mill was more a
prayer  house  than  belonging  to  a  particular  religion.  The brown-
stained  parchment  relating  to  this  disintegrated  many years  ago.
Another deed is possibly in existence in a dusty file, most likely in a
vicarage.

As the villagers were scattered over a wide area of the valley they
relied heavily on the day to day weather conditions for their planting,
harvesting and survival.  Thence to a minister or elder for succour in
their misfortunes, or prayers of thanks for a successful harvest of
anything.   There  were  sermons  of  a  sort,  but  more  of  words  of
advice and encouragement,  which the minister had acquired from
the  knowledge  of  experience  and  the  wisdom  of  age,  and  not
unlikely a blasting of a sinful resident.

Records say “There were some fiery eloquence on most Saboths.”
Knowing  the  Welsh  passion  for  a  good  sermon,  one  needs  little
imagination to know how fiery they were.

No doubt the earlier settlers had their form of religion, little is known
of this.  Much is made of the fact that these first farmers had little or
no experience, but they had inherited a knowledge and wisdom of
the seasons and their particular elements for their beliefs, as they
had noticed the effect these conditions had on the land.  So their
knowledge  of  the  behaviour  of  the  seasons helped  them in  their
labours and in the creation of their crafts.

When Hebron Capel Wesleaid closed in 1904 on the opening of the
new one in  Boncyn  Gefeiliau in  the same year,  the  Rev.  Madoc
Roberts gave his first wages to the new Capel fund.  Mr. Eric Morris
was the first baby to be christened there.
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The bier shed was conveniently placed at the entrance to the capel.
This was built in the 1800s, before the chapel, and last used in the
1930s.

In 1921 a celebration was held,  of prayer and thanksgiving for the
paying off  of  £900, the cost of the capel.   The congregation was
overflowing  into  the  grounds.   Today  it  stands  empty,  a  sad
reflection of our times.

The Llantysilio chapelries  once belonged to Valley  Crucis  Abbey,
when they were granted by Henry V111 in A.D.1538 to Sir William
Pickering Knight, who died in 1574.  He paid the princely sum of
£12.24 for these valuable properties.

The only other chapel in the valley was at Llandynan, built in 1829.
Carved on the builder's stone, this inscription:-

Methodistiad Clafinaidd religion
Adeiladwyd - place of worship
Helaethwyd - enlarged 1877

Always packed on Sundays - for such a small village - as also on
other prayer evenings during the week.  It was enlarged in 1877 to
cater for an increasing number of visitors from surrounding villages .

Addendum
Mr. Benjamin Davies was the first organist umtil about 1915, when
Mrs. Winifred Baines took over,  and remained so for many years of
her life, assisted by Mrs. Davis of Dee Farm.  In later years Mrs.
Polly Jenkins did her share of supporting the congregation with her
excellent control of the well-worn keys.
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Chapter Four:  Drovers' Inns and Roads

In ignorance they were referred to as sheep tracks or quarrymen's
roads, and even monks' paths and wild animal trails.

They  were  in  fact  drovers'  roads  or  driftways,  and  used  by  the
drovers to avoid paying at the toll-gates on the coach roads crossing
the landowners' property.

Their losses of animals on the hazardous journey to market were
misfortune enough, without having to reduce their meagre finances
with the payment of tolls - about one shilling for each large animal,
smaller  charges  for  chickens,  dogs,  goats,  piglets  and  so  on,
including the shepherds and labourers.

These were hazardous journeys in the extreme, having to contend
with  sickness  and  hunger  amongst  the  animals  and  the  drovers
themselves, robbers, and the elements making their contribution.

It was no surprise, therefore, that they arrived in the Rhewl valley in
anticipation of decent meals and a good bed, safe corralling of the
animals on the wooded slopes above the village.

They would stay overnight, or even for two, three or more nights, so
that the animals might recover from the journey, and certainly look
somewhat  healthier  and  fatter  for  delivery  at  Llangollen  and
Oswestry markets.

To pay for  the night's  lodgings,  the shepherds  would  sell  off  the
diseased and dead animals, more often at a loss.  The drovers had
allowed for these contingencies at the start of their journey, but even
so it was a drain on their resources.

Surprisingly, there were three routes into the Vale of Rhewl - was it
because of its hospitality and pasture lands before market - one from
the west  down Squirrel  Hill,  two from the north, one over the top
wilderness, where a quarry was being worked, another down the old
pass and into the Maes-yr-Ychain marshes.

The  west  route  came  in  from  the  Glyndyfdwy  Pass,  down  to
Cwmtydi and  on  past  Mynydd  Bychan,  down  Bryn  Gwiwer to
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Cymmo, calling at Hollybush Inn, Sun Inn and Butchers Arms for
overnight stay.  The shepherds and all other helpers would sleep in
barns or under hedges.  That night the slaughter would begin.

The drovers'  road  up  Squirrel  Hill is  now partly  buried  under  an
overgrown hedge, which has penetrated the old dry stone wall which
marked the boundary for the first hill farmers.  History is slowly being
lost  by  the  onslaught  of  nature,  and  possibly  within  the  next
generation will have vanished for ever, making it impossible for any
future  historians  to  research  and  record  early  village  life.   Even
present day computers seem incomplete and confused in their data.

In 1764 Efenechtyd, three miles away, was included in the parish of
Llantysilio,  and was  also  on the drovers'  way up the Glyndyfdwy
Pass.  Llantysilio in 1234 was known as Llantesiliau.

The second route came over the wilderness - today's  Horseshoe
Pass -  cutting  across  the  south  of  Clogiau  Quarry,  and  past
Llandynan village and Ty Isa, an ale house, then on down to the
river bank to join the main drovers' road to Llangollen or Oswestry.
This was not a popular route - was the Rhewl valley the attraction?

The third route came down the old pass from the north, then to the
west of Velvet Hill, on to the drovers' arms at Maes-yr-Ychain and Ty
Llan, then on again to the river bank, for watering the animals.

One other route, not so heavily used, was from Bryn Eglwys down
the monks' path - Heol Gyrnor - to Maen-y-Goron corralling, and on
to ale houses at Caes Pilmon and Bryn Ffynon.

Plas Bilmon, or Caes Pilmon on old maps, was a drovers' ale house.
Very old documents from Denbighshire quarter sessions reveal that
licence had been granted to the licensee of Plas Bilmon, a Thomas
Evans, for the sale of home brewed beer and ale, and other liquors.
This dwelling was typical of the period, the usual one up and one
down, with the baking oven alongside the fire grate.  It must have
been blisteringly hot on baking days.

This drovers' trail  was the poor man's track with small  herds who
didn't mind sleeping under the stars or in the animal houses.  The
drover himself was allowed the rare luxury of sleeping in the brewing
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room, alongside the two vats - did he really bother to sleep!  There
are signs of late wattle and daub, according to records, as also at
Tyllan (a  drovers'  arms)  where  the  wattle  and  daub  has  been
preserved in the wall, and photographed.

Mr. Albert Evans of Keepers Cottage dug up what was an old well of
the drovers' era, alongside the ruins of a drovers' ale house.  This
would be in line with the drovers' trail which runs alongside Velvet
Hill, across a field opposite.

It  must  have been  a  tricky  journey  across  this  small  valley  after
following  the  old  Horseshoe  Pass,  because  this  area  was  very
marshy, with treacherous bogs.

So what  other  sites of  Rhewl's  history are buried beneath  a few
inches of soil?  Remains of another drovers' ale house are on the
site of the old first lodge of Llantysilio Hall.  Only two walls remain,
with a sealed sandstone entrance, in open ground, to a cellar.  A
fireplace in an exposed wall is of recent construction

As the drovers came down from the hills after corralling their animals
for the night, they went to the inn of their status.  So the shepherds
would hang their caps at the Butchers Arms - the lower end of the
social scale - for the slaughtering of lame and diseased, animals,
then to be sold off to the innkeepers, who would in turn sell off some
of the carcases for a meagre profit.  But the proceeds of these sales
went towards the cost of bedding down for the night in an attic or
stable, and on straw in a barn.

The  drovers  were  in  the  more  pleasant  surroundings  of  the
Hollybush  Inn,  and  did  acquire  a  decent  bed  for  the  night,  after
spending the evening drinking warm ale in the visitors' room, though
their appearance and odour was off-putting.  The locals had their
own  room,  but  on  most  occasions  they  mixed  and  enjoyed  an
evening of joviality and tale-telling, again ale paid for by the sale of
some dubious carcases.

Strangely, the cellar was almost at road level, three or four slate slab
steps and you entered the two-vat room.  The passage to the eating
room had a recess for an oak  settle, which could seat four or five
drinkers and the eating room also had settles on either side of the
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fireplace and ovens.  It's as though the innkeepers had copied each
other's vocation, and a beer room with the same set up could be
found at Caes Bilmon, Bryn Ffynnon and Ty Isa.  

Other hangers-on with the drovers would hole in at farmsteads, and
drink home-brewed ales, the farmer would become well known for
his brew, or perhaps ignored because of it.

The farmer,  on not  very rare occasions,  bought  his  own animals'
carcases  to  pay  for  the  bed  and  breakfast  and  ales,  as  the
vagabonds  had  already  stolen  his  own  animals  from the various
pens.   By the time he had discovered his  loss the next  day,  the
drovers were well on their way to market.

The herds of these drovers could be in hundreds, mostly of cattle
and sheep,  and there were also goats and geese amongst  other
small  animals.   It  must  have  been  quite  a  task  keeping  them
together,  especially  when  they  took  to  the  mountain  trails.
According to the size of the herd, one to several drovers would be
on the journey, on the larger herds one drover would lead the way,
another in the rear ensuring there were no strays or sick animals
lost,  while  the  shepherds  and  their  families  would  carry  out  the
difficult task of keeping the herd close and intact from the sides.

Some quotes  are  of  interest,  as  to  the  opinions  of  drovers:  The
author of "Mollystota", visiting the Llangollen Pageant of 1922, said
"Llangollen in the year  1660,  in  the yard  of  the 'Nags Head',  the
appearance  of  a  crowd  of  brawling,  swearing,  drink-besotted
drovers."

Author Richard Keverne wrote that Llangollen was noted for its bad
inns in the early days of the coach road - and that Daniel O'Connel
the  Irish  patriot  stayed  at  Kings  Head  (Royal)  and  wrote  in  the
visitors' book -

"I  remember this village (Llangollen) with very bad cheer, Ere the
laddies (of Llangollen) God Bless 'em, set this inn here."

Even so, the Vale of Clwyd was noted for its clean herd of meaty
cattle.
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A drover asked to say grace at a poor inn and even worse food,
said:-

"Good Lord, what a spread!

Sour broth and mouldy bread."

A Welsh inscription on a Hampshire house:-

(Gwair-Tymberus-porfa-flasur-ewrw-da-a-Gwal-eysurus)

Seasoned hay - tasty pastures, good beer, and a comfortable lair.

Stopping place for drovers from Wales to supply the navy yard at
Portsmouth.

Drovers from Anglesey and the Lleyn Peninsular always routed via
Corwen, so the drovers that came over the driftways to Rhewl made
quite a considerable journey for that period,  both for animals and
humans.

The sort of land-tax the drovers were avoiding paying by going their
own  driftways,  was  exampled  in  1726,  when  a  payment  of  four
pounds nineteen shillings and fivepence  (£4.19s.5d.) was made at
Cymmo Farm by tithe farmers to Sir Watkin Williams Wynn.

As the drovers faded into history, we see the dying trade in records
of the last drover passing away in 1961 at the age of one hundred
years.  The age of the drovers' large herds and long distances - two
weeks or more - has long since died away in the last decade of the
1800s.   A Welshman did the last  journey in 1870,  on the road a
week and made a profit. Trust a Welshman!

Taliesin, from Destiny of Britain:-

"Their land they shall praise,

Their language they shall keep,

Their land they shall lose,

Except Wild Wales."
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Chapter Five:  Origin of Welsh names

Disillusionment  about  one's  origins  can  be  quite  shattering,  but
today it has become an obsessive pursuit to find whether we were a
lord or a beggar, soldier or thief, rich or poor.  In not too few cases
our  surnames can present  a  clue;  so  who  are  the Welsh? Most
imagine they have an exclusive nation and language.

So what do our surnames tell us?  The following are based on an old
book of surnames:-

CARADOC - Latinised from Caractucus/beloved

COULTER - CWLLTR - Spar of a plough

COL-TAR - Scots origin, invented spar in 1247

CYLLTYRAU - Darn Blaen Aradr  (front piece of spar)

KYLTER - German - CULTRE - French - COLTRO - Italian

BARBER (BARBOUR) - There is a barber fish, the origin could be
there  for a fisherman

DAVIS - William ap-David, Hence the  name Davis  or A PDAVID

WILLIAM  DAVID was  inducted  Protestant  rector  of  St.  Peters,
Worcester  in  1571,  and  his  son  was  the  first  to  bear  the  name
DAVIS

EMLYN-AEWLIANUS from the Latin EMILY or EMELIA – Feminine
from Serpent of Work

EVANS - This is a Welsh form of JOHN, it is also an Anglicised form
of the Irish EOGHAN,  which became EVAN and EWAN in Scotland.
It dates from 1500, and is still common in Wales.

EDWARDS - From the old English meaning 'Rich Guardian’. Edward
the Confessor established' its popularity in England, and ensured its
survival  after  the  Norman  conquest.   Shorts  -Ted,  Teddy,  Ned,
Eddie, Ed and Neddy.  Today's boys wearing Edwardian clothes are
called Teddy Boys
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IVOR -  IFOR -  Is  a  Welsh  name  meaning  'Lord’.   IVOR is  the
Anglicised spelling

GRIFFITHS - from the Welsh name GRUFFUD, UDD.  It has been
popular in Wales and was the name of several Welsh princes. It is
not, however, widely used throughout Britain. Also said to be from
the Latin RUFUS  (or red), again being a reference to complexion or
hair colour.

JONES - The English refused to recognise Welsh, the law enforced
by Henry Eighth in 1542 meant only one thing to the Welshman, that
he had to conform to English ways and take a surname.  He did so
by taking the name nearest to him, that of his father.  Thus Evan
became Evans, son of Evan; Griffith became Griffiths, son of Griffith,
John became Jones, son of John, and so on.

LLEWELYN  - LLYWLYN - from the Welsh.  Meaning is doubtful, but
is  possibly  'Like  a  Lion'-.   It  is  an  old  Welsh  name  which  was
anglicised into Leolin(e) as early as the 13th century.  This form was
in use at least until the 17th century, when Lewis replaced it.

MORGAN - Dweller by the sea shore.

HOWELL -  is  a well-known Welsh name -  it  comes from an old
Breton source - may have got into Wales through some forgotten
inter-marriage  with  their  Breton  kinsfolk  -  the  Welsh  or  Wales!
Powell is Howell, another example of slurring.

LLOYD - is from the Welsh Llwyd, or grey, a reference to colour as
in the English surname Gray or Grey.  Many Welsh surnames are
thus Christian names which have become patronymics.

OWEN - is used in mediaeval romances in the form of OWAIN.  It is
supposed to have a relationship with the name EUGENIUS -i.e. 'of
noble origin'.  In Irish geographical terms means 'river'.  Gaelic form
of OWEN is AOB AOGHAINN.

ROBERTS - from France, and old German for 'Bright Flame'.

RHYS -  A common Welsh name meaning 'Rashness'.-  Rees (as
Rhice is more normally spelt) has given birth to the surname PRICE,
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from AP RICE or AP REES.  It is also the root of RHYS, REACE,
REECE and REESE.

The  Welsh  are  the  remnants  of  Britons!   Yes  indeed,  from  the
invading hordes on these shores!

THOMAS - meaning twin, from Aramaic.  It was given by Jesus to an
apostle  named  JUDAS,  to  distinguish  him  from  JUDE  and
ISCARIOT.

VAUGHAN - from the Welsh Vychan, meaning 'small one'.  It is not a
common name, but is in widespread use in the principality.

WYN or  WYNNE,  GWYN -  from  the  Welsh  meaning  ‘white’  or
blessed.  This name has been anglicised as above (wine  or friend)

WILLIAMS - The real name of the Cromwell line was WILLIAMS (old
German  meaning  Will  Helmet).   Commonest  of  all  names  in
England.  Feminine form Willhelmina, Minnie, etc.

Finally, to the wild winds of the African desert was born one of the
first Welsh names.  At the birth of a baby a common description was
'rich coloured* or  'swarthy', which was to be adopted by the French
as MAURICE.  On arrival  at  these shores,  through invasions,  we
anglicised it to MORRIS

While the origin or Christian and surnames span the centuries over
many continents, the Welsh can be proud of the fact that they have
made these names and language a musical sound exclusively their
own.

And so to RHEWL - Strangely, few of the locals could give a precise
translation, but did give somewhat odd suggestions.  Guided by a
Welsh dictionary, where does it fit in this list?

RHEW - Frost, Ice  RHEWFRYN - Iceberg  RHEWBWYNT -Freezing
point  RHEWGELL - Refrigerator  RHEWI - to freeze RHEWLLYD –
Frosty.

RHEWL - A cold place, with a warm heart?

To the dictionary at the Naional Library of Wales, at Aberystwyth -
RHEWL - TRACK, WAY ! ?  (YR HEOL)
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Chapter Six:  Crafts and Industries

It  is  rather  intriguing  to  find  how  villagers  down  the  centuries
depended  on  their  own  self-taught  craftsmen,  together  with  the
knowledge and experiences handed down from father to son, and
mother to daughter on the domestic scene.

The same progress was made in the quarries and other industries.
No science laboratories to pass on years of research to industry.  All
progress  was  made  on  the  site,  either  by  design,  accident  or
necessity.  So it was on the land also, the lengths that man will go to
keep his animals and machines working.  His own remedies for sick
animals, his make-do-and-mend approach to the repairs.

A perfect example of this is the CWLLTR - invented by a Scotsman,
COULTER  of  Lanarkshire,  originally  a  bracket  to  strengthen  the
share blade, which was often breaking.  Then it was found that it
could  also  act  as  an  extra  blade.   In  the  Oxford  Dictionary  it  is
referred to as COL-TAR, the sharp fore-iron of a plough.

The COULTER can be a sharp steel disc on some ploughs for light
soil.  A skim coulter is a smaller blade which is in front of the main
blade turning over the top soil,  so taking the strain off the plough
share.

Rhewl  had  its  hard-worked  craftsmen.   A  Mr.  E.  Williams of
Llandynan a carpenter of no mean repute, but also a handyman of
many other crafts.  Another craftsman lived at No.  4.  Stan Evans
would  tackle  any  job  that  came  his  way.   Mr.  John  Roberts at
Cymmo in 1939 gave his services as a wheelwright.

All  the  tools  and  machines  of  those  early  years  were  mostly  of
timber and leather construction, and what the smithy could create far
his clients.  Mr. Williams was very adept at any calls made on him to
repair  any  of  these  items,  including  horse-brasses  and  leather
trappings.  Mr. Stanley Williams of Tyn-y-Pistil was a saddler during
and after the first war.

Crafts abounded in the parish of Llantysilio.  In this small community
no fewer  than thirty eight craftsmen and women scraped a living.
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Mr. Arthur Davis of Tan-y-Coed Farm was a well-known maker of
corn dollies - his creations had to be seen to appreciate the exquisite
detail and painstaking feel of his craft.  It is a specialist craft, known
only to the dolly maker.  The timing of the picking, even perhaps
sowing his own corn for his own dollies. Arthur had this artistry to his
finger tips.

The tragedy of village life today is that most of these crafts have
faded into history and been forgotten, as far as today's generation
are concerned.  If it were possible for the craft to make a comeback,
it would probably be planned and made by a computer, and possibly
already has!

In the valley in the 1880s there were:-

Six rockmen (quarymen), sixteen farmers

six labourers, thirty-eight craftsmen

and sixteen JOHNS!

The number of craftsmen to such a small village is astonishing, but
sixteen Johns!! and that's Christian names, not Ty bach!

With a population of eight hundred and forty seven in eight thousand
two  hundred  and  fifty  one  acres,  the  number  of  craftsmen  and
craftswomen reveals an amazing adaptability of the villagers of that
period.

On the register of electors for 1847 the tenant of Graig Ddu, Robert
Edwards, has written his occupation as smithy.

It was always thought that Gafaeliau was the only local smithy with
forge.  It could be suggested that Robert Edwards was one of many
local craftsmen who carried out this craft in addition to his normal
occupation as small-holder or hill farmer, a sort of moonlighter of his
day.  A smithy, of course, could carry out a more delicate craft in
wrought iron, and even gold.  According to the traces of a forge at
Gafaeliau, it is possible that the blacksmith, saddler and wheelwright
combined their services to make some of their own tools to suit the
circumstances and conditions of the period.
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It appears from the surrounds of the farmyard that there could have
been quite a mini-industry before a cottage was built at this coaching
station.  Also, an 1851 census shows a stonemason and clog sole
cutter residing at Twmpath (Gafaeliau) - See craft chart at the end of
the chapter.

The owner/craftsman residing at Tyn Twll, before a small dwelling
was built near the forge in the early 1700s.

In 1841, a Robert Lloyd M/S was resident at Gafaeliau.  As in those
days  labourers  were  referred  to  as  male  servant,  similarly  F/S
female servant.  Quite a few residences in Rhewl has their M/Ss and
F/Ss in that period, who lived in.

Tyn Twll was built in the late 1600s, so this small community was
recognised as  the township  of  Tyn Twll  by the mail  office  of  the
period.

The explanation of this name proves singularly elusive. The dwelling
was built below and surrounded by an unusually high embankment,
which  came up against  the rear  walls  of  the dwelling,  and could
amusingly  suggest  'a  cottage  in  a  hollow'  (or  hole)  as  its  name
implies.

The old cottages in Llandynan village were originally stables with a
saddler's house, and a blacksmith at No. 4, not a coaching station,
although a cart  track did start  at  Bryn Teg,  past  the back of  the
vicarage  to  the  far  end  of  the  village,  then  backtracked  into
Llandynan.  Today's road runs directly into Llandynan.

Vicar Jones resided at Llandynan Vicarage when Llandynan Farm
was a home-farm, but this ceased to be so in 1916.  The farm was
built  in  1710,  and  the  sound-structured  outbuildings  in  1761.
Today's house would have been an extension in the late 1800s, or
earlier.

As the town of Llangollen grew, so too did the surrounding villages
increase in population, so more cottages were being built to house
the oncoming generation, so the need for a shop became apparent.

A document in archives reveals that John and Mary Thomas had the
first post office in 1891.
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Benjamin Jenkins, publican at the Sun Inn, had a shop at Dol Gwalia
in 1895 - today's old post office - then closing in 1901.

A grocery shop opened in Llandynan at Fron Deg, by a Mrs. Roberts
from  1914-1925.   The  next  shop  was  a  timber  structure  in  the
grounds of Llandynan Farm in 1925, run by a Mr. Williams.  First
claim for a shop in Rhewl must go to Mr. Robert Francis in 1851.  As
well as keeping shop he also worked in the quarry.

It is of interest that the timber used for Mr. Williams' shop was the
unused timber from the original ‘Liver Bungalow’ owned by Mr. Bill
Howard, who bought an old army hut for its timber.  It also built a
carpenter's hut in the 1930s - in the field opposite Llydiart Annie -
this was for the craftsman Mr. E. Williams, of Llandynan.

The timber-built shop at the  'Conquering Hero' Inn was a 'tea room'
when Mr. Bill Howard bought the inn - in 1927 - and quickly changed
over to supplying groceries, because the little tea room could not
cater for  the  large coach parties,  sometimes in excess of sixty
passengers.

It is a well known fact that whatever the calling of the men in those
far-off days, no one ever became rich.  A few shillings were riches
then, and those would take them to Llangollen on market days for
the week's shopping by the wives, a chat and a drink by the farmers,
after their sales and purchase of animals.  A poor week financially
would mean staying at home to hope for a call to some work out on
the pastures or on other jobs.

They also lost many weeks of wages because of bad weather and
no work.   Can one wonder why they called at the nearest inn to
drown their misery, and they had probably downed one at the start
of their journey home, so on arrival quite a sum had vanished from
the meagre wage packet, before handing it to Mam or wife, with a
resulting argument and clout!

The quarrymen were in an even worse situation - they had to collect
their  own wages from the Bull  Inn in Llangollen.   Some of  them,
having  walked  home  at  distances  of  up  to  five  miles  over  the
mountains, had a meal and then had to walk another three miles to
Llangollen  to  collect  their  wages,  then  back  to  the  village  over
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another three miles.  That mileage was to the village, some of them
had to go another mile or more to their homestead, so a twelve-mile
walk  was  involved  to  collect  their  wages  every  payday  in  all
weathers.   In  later  years,  as  the  quarries  prospered,  transport
appeared  on  the  scene  and  quarry  workers  then  enjoyed  the
pleasure of being transported to their particular quarry.  This did not
alter the way of life for the quarrymen or farm labourers, life was still
very harsh.

Sunday would see Mam or wife laying out the Sunday-best of the
male members of the family, which had been taken from the chest of
drawers, where it had been carefully wrapped in newspaper, laid on
the table  and the trousers  religiously  brushed  on both  sides  and
inside the turnups.  Then off to chapel, which most villagers would
attend,  or  be damned by the visiting  minister,  after  the  antics  of
Saturday night at the inns!  The minister would then be invited to tea,
and  if  lucky  he  would  also  have  had  a  dinner  before  service.
Sunday was a clean, leisurely day of dressing up, conversation and
visiting,  but  the  serious  side  of  farming  still  went  on,  even  on
Sundays.

Ruskin in 1900 wrote - "We manufacture everything except men, we
blanch cotton, we strengthen steel, refine sugar and shape pottery,
but to brighten, to strengthen, to refine or to form a single living spirit
never enters our advantages."

It seems to be believed that the first Eisteddfodau in Llangollen in
1858 was the first in Wales.  In fact the first primitive affairs were
held in Llangollen in 1701; on the 12th May, 1710 at Owain Glyndwr
Hotel in Corwen; in 1789 in Bala.  In Llangollen they were held near
the first  railway station and the old woollen mill,  and our villagers
would no doubt be attending this new form of rare entertainment, if
they had a few spare coppers, before it became a wider institution
throughout Wales, from the family musical circle to the public stage.

The following extract from 'Traditional Farm Buildings in North East
Wales', referring to barns, is of interest:- “Two examples of five bays
with  three  storage  bays  and  two  threshing  floors  were  found  on
farms  of  between  150  and  200  acres.   One,  Faenol  Bach,
Bodelwyddan, is  probably  17th  century,  while  the other,  Llantysilio
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Home Farm, is a model home farm of the l880s, where iron posts
bore the stamp of Beyer, Peacock & Co. of Manchester, the noted
ironworks.

A further extract from Bromfield and Yale gives examples of charges
and taxes of the period, i.e. in Llandynan the rate was one pig or
more, and there was a like liability in respect of sheep or goats.

The fee for gathering nuts seems to be peculiar to Wales - Bromfield
and Yale - extract:-

"The countryside is one famous for its nut-rows, and we find a levy
of  1½d.  per  year  frequently  made for  the right  to  gather  nuts,  in
some  cases  the  charge  being  reduced  to  1d.   Llandynan  was
included, where it was levied on free men.  In other cases it was
confined to tenants having a house in which there was 'smoke'  or a
hearth.

Also  in  Llandynan  and  Cymmau were  thirty-seven  individual
holdings, each containing small areas described as 'gafaels', rental
of which, in cash or kind, was generally 6s. per gafael (holding).  In
Llandynan  we  have  a  different  state  of  things  from  that  which
appertained  in  the  rest  of  Yale,  that  is  to  say  a  complete
disintegration  of  the  tribal  unit,  and  the  substitution  of  individual
ownership.  Who would be a farmer, with this nonsense going on?
Apparently, the widening of roads by local councils and land-owners
to  improve  the  passage  of  increasing  traffic,  is  not  new.   This
obsession was going on as far back as l873 when a grant was made
for the widening of the highway in Llandynan Township, between the
parsonage house and 'Sun Inn’ public house.  Also in the same year
the stopping up of two highways:-

1.  Tan-y-Coed,  to  other  farms near  Bryntysilio,  and  to  Llantysilio
Church.
2. From the above road to the old ? entrance to Bryntisilio, allowing
for a diversion from Coed Terfyn to Llydiart Annie (Berwyn Common
to Annie's Gate).

So cart and horse had the same problems as the cars on today's
highways.
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Finally,  to the craft of the local coracle-maker. Of the many types,
one of the best was formed of basket work of thin lathes, covered
with a horse hide or well pitched piece of sail cloth. The vessel is
nearly oval, about four and a half feet long and three feet wide, yet
so light as to be easily carried upon the shoulder.  In this skiff the
fisherman  steers  his  way  with  one  hand,  while  with  the  other  -
steady, it's only a one seater - he manages the net, holding the line
between his teeth.

The first settlers owe their way of life to the craftsmen of the day, as
well  as to their  own labours.   Without  them they would  no doubt
have progressed more slowly.  The scars on the land today, i.e. the
ruins, the miles of dry slate walls, the disused quarries, the rotting
early  hand machines in  the  hedgerows,  illustrate  the struggle  for
survival  which  the settlers  had,  and  is  the  solid  foundation  upon
which we live in the 20th century.

Craftsmen and Craftswomen (1841 – 1881)

Name Residence Craft Age

1841

Robert Francis Rhewl Shop -

Richard Hughes Rhewl Miller 60

Robert Simons Rhewl Clerk 30

William Edwards Rhewl Smithy 30

Thomas Simons Rhewl Weaver 80

John Hughes Rhewl Publican 44

Thomas Roberts Rhewl Publican 33
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John Jones Glan-yr-Afon Joiner 30

John Roberts Bryn Ffynnon Tailor 50

Elizabeth Simons  Bryn Ffynnon Weaver 40

John Hughes Hafod Isa ? Wheelwright -

Edward Morris Tan-y-Graig ? Shoemaker 45

Robert Jones  (son) Llandynan Wheelwright 22

John Jones (son)  Llandynan  No.
4

Tailor 21

John Davies Lodge  No.1
(Hall)

Gamekeeper -

- Bryn Teg Stonecutter -

- White Hart Inn Cooper 38

1851

- Bryn Coch Curate -

John Hughes Glan yr Afon Wheelwright 44

Harry Evans Twmpath
(Gafaeliau)  

Stonemason 37

John Jones Twmpath
(Gafaeliau) 

Clog Sole 
Cutter

34

1881

John Hughes Tyn-y-Mynydd Carpenter 74

Margaret Hughes Tyn-y-Mynydd Milliner 
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? Tyn y Pistyl Inn ? -

Hugh Hughes Gafaeliau Smithy ? 25

Thomas Hughes Sun Inn Publican 34

Mary Roberts Cymmo School
Mistress-

-

Morris Roberts Nant (1871) Slate Maker -

Robert Jones Coed y Gadfa Slate Maker -

David Hughes Bwlch Rhysgog Rabbit Catcher -

William Jones Dol Fawr Corn Miller -
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Chapter Seven:  The Descendants

When  one  starts  to  research  the  origins  of  families  and  their
descendants,  one  immediately  enters  the  realms  of  unrecorded
history  of  those  early  families,  as  they  were  not  particularly
interested in their origins.

They had not the means of recording their family history, in family
trees and doings.  In time they did start to record births, marriages
and deaths in the family bible or a crude note book.  Churches and
chapels commenced keeping similar records, not only for the family
history, but also for the position of graves.

Writers  of  family  history  turned  to  their  'elders'  to  tap  their
storehouse of knowledge and wisdom, it is quite surprising the flood
of valuable memories they can release on every facet of family life,
and  indeed  on  the  industrial  and  social  life  of  the  times,  never
forgetting their crafts and labours.

A  place  in  history  was  not  in  the  minds  of  our  first  settlers,  but
unknowingly they were carving out e primitive record of everyday life
and its happenings.  A stirring story of a way of family life, it would
not do us any harm, in this twentieth century, to take a lesson from if
not to follow.

So in those early years of the first settlers, it would appear that the
townships of Cymmo, Tyn Twll and Llandynan were contributing an
important part in the development of the community and village of
Rhewl.

Of the thirty six families resident in Rhewl in the post and pre-war
years of the first world war, only a handful of descendants are still
resident in the village.  Other descendants of the first settlers have
scattered to the four points of the compass, like seeds in the wind.

Happily, many still live within a ten-mile radius of the village of their
birth, and are reluctant to move any further.  Most come from large
families in a tightly-knit community, and wish to keep the closeness
of their early family life.
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The Morris family of  'Castell', Llandynan are an example of a family
with a history in the mists of time.  They came from the north with
the roaming bands of invaders, originally could have arrived with the
invaders from the continent of Africa, via France.

Here in this valley they spread their influence and prosperity through
their labours on the land, and through inter-marriage.

As did all the other settlers contribute to the birth of this village, but
not as we know it today, for life was hard in those centuries past.
The weather in those earlier years was more harsh, combined with
poverty.   Their  survival  depended  on  their  labours  on  the  hilly
pastures, not on the yield from their few animals, for possession of
any animals was a rare luxury.

The villagers would be astonished at the destiny of former residents.
One female married a Canadian soldier after the first world war, and
disappeared off the face of the earth.

Some descendants of the Simons family of Cymmo, who owned the
flour mill  in the l840s,  now reside in Minnesota,  U.S.A.,  one is a
student at Minnesota University.

In  the  cemetery  at  Llantysilio  Church  are  gravestones  of  their
forbears:-

In memory of (wife) Sarah of Robert Simons of Rhewl,

Died May 12th, 1859, age 55

Also Robert Simon, died June 9th, 1886, age 80

Also Jane Simon, died January 12th, 1899 age 58

Coffadwriaeth am

John Simon, Robert a Sarah Simon, Rhewl

Yr llun fu farw, Awst 26, 1866, age 31

In memory of Elizabeth, wife of John Jones, Caes Bilmon,
Died 7th October,  1851, age 19

Also Elizabeth, daughter of John Jones, who departed this
life August 25th
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A gravestone to these two females of the Caes Bilmon family was
taken from the cemetery in 1851, and is now at rest in the garden at
Fron Deg, now known as Drws Glas, in Llandynan.

This was common practice in the 18th century, when a family had
lost loved ones, and wanted to feel nearer to them in death.

The mystery is, how did a gravestone of the Plas Bilmon family end
up  at  Fron  Deg,  unless  there  were  family  relations  in  residence
there.

A genealogical list reveals the story of the emigration of the Simons
from Cymmo to the U.S.A.

William  Edward  Simons,  born  at  Bayston  Mill,  Salop  in  1842,
emigrated as a bachelor,  passed away in 1895 at Stevens Point,
Portage, Co. Wisconsin.

Mary  Ellen  Simons,  born  at  Bridge  Farm,  Salop  in  l844.  Passed
away in 1924, at Appleton, Wisconsin.

Sarah Simons, born in Llandrillo, Carmarthen, passed away in 1922,
at Appleton, Wisconsin.

This  family  appears  to  have  moved  around  somewhat  before
emigrating,  or  more  families  were  involved.   However,  they  all
arrived in the same state of Wisconsin.

Thomas Simons, widower, born March 1804 in Rhewl. passed away
1861 in Appleton, Wisconsin, and buried at Riverside Cemetery, as
also were Mary and Sarah.

William was  buried  at  Forest  Cemetery (?),  which  might  indicate
more than one family.   His  wife  was  Rhoda Augusta  Carver,  an
American, who might have influenced the burial place, as a widow.

1841  -  Marriage  Certificate  signed  by  John  Simons,  Father,
Labourer.

Sarah Simons of Rhewl, to John Williams of Glyndyfdwy, married at
Rhewl Capel.

Sadly,  many families  suffered tragic  misfortunes,  and have taken
their memories to settle in other parts of the world,  and to adopt
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another valley, knowing that every slate and stone of that first valley,
every tree and blade of grass, is a part of their body, and as they
mellow they are magically drawn back to their nest, unless they are
trapped  by  other  circumstances.  They  would  have  taken  their
language and culture to that other valley, and passed them on to
their descendants.

A family who stayed, and indeed are a perfect example of a closely
knit family of fourteen, the late Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Morris, with seven
sons and five daughters, who lived high above Rhewl at Maen-y-
Goron Uchaf, where it is said in old documents  'The Stars Shone
Down'.  In  a  typically Welsh cottage and holding they survived the
lean years between the wars, which can be attributed to the hard
work and contentment within the family.  Astonishingly, ten of those
descendants still live within ten miles of their birthplace.  This must
be unique in local family history.  The two Maen-y-Goron holdings,
though shown on an 1837 survey map, could have been built in the
1700s.

Llandysilio  1849 contained the townships of Coed Rwg, Maes-yr-
Uchan, Llandynan, Cymmo Dupart and Cymmo Traian.

The third family who can claim descent from the early 1900s are the
Barber family of Llandynan.

Mr. Albert Barber came to Llandynan in 1921, courting a Miss Emily
Pritchard, eventually to marry and settle at Fron Haul.  Son Robin
still  lives in the family homestead, and brother Bob lives close by.
Another example of a close-knit family clinging to the valley of their
birth.

A certain writer said that "Rhewl was no different from many other
communities in rural Wales," then goes on to say "It has  a  history
associated with Prince Llewelyn;  the Duke of Wellington spent his
childhood about here, and it has  a  four hundred year old inn, that
once served  as a  base and night stop for itinerant drovers."  Most
writers won't  even acknowledge that  drovers often frequented the
Vale of Rhewl.

What  other  village  can  boast  such  a  turbulent  history,  and  be
regarded as 'no different'?  Then the writer goes on to say "Rhewl
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has a  vibrant, modern existence - people still live and work there."
Now there's a surprise for the villagers, the descendants, hill farmers
and craftsmen, who have certainly been vibrant and alive down the
centuries!  Have we really passed into obscurity as far as the outside
world is concerned?

Descendants at Ty Isa

Not many villagers can boast a succession of descendants under
the same roof as at Ty Isa, the old drovers' ale house, there we have
three  generations  from  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Thomas  Edwards (1800s),
grandparents of  the present  occupier  Mr.  Glyn Edwards,  with  his
wife Valery, whom he courted in 1958 and married in the same year,
a case of love at first sight, a desperately needed combination for
lovers of the land.  A reasonable prosperity has been their reward for
many years of toil.  With their family they can be regarded as the
modern  hill-farmer  of  today,  who  have  made  a  considerable
contribution to the preservation of the pastures in the valley, together
with other local hill-farmers, have prevented the valley becoming a
wilderness  of  gorse and  wild  forests.   Glyn  Edwards  would
acknowledge that his grandparents, and father, Mr. Price Edwards,
laid the foundations for the successful homestead Ty Isa is today.

The following  extract  from a document  at  the  National  Library  of
Wales  at Aberystwyth  makes  interesting  reading  for  Rhewl
descendants.  The Register of Electors for 1847-1894 shows the list
of residents able to vote:-

Name Residence

Richard Jones Tirion-y-Mab

Evan Jones Tyn Twll

Robert Williams Glan yr Afon

Amos Roberts Fron Haul

John Roberts Plas Bilmon

Emma Jones Hafod Rhysg
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Sarah Thomas/Bryn Tegies Post Office

Morris Jones Dol Gwalia

Robert Owen Ty Uchaf

Thomas Sharpe Ty Isa

Hugh Baines Bryn Ffynnon

Peter Morris Bron-y-Graig (Castell)

Hugh Jones Groesllwyd

John Samuel Jones The Vicarage

John Francis Sun Inn

William Evan School House

Edward Edwards Nant

Daniel Edwards Bedw Isa

Sem Morris Abersilio

Edward Lloyd Maen-y-Goron Uchaf

Benjamin Jenkins Rhewl Shop

Robert Edwards Graig Ddu (Smithy)

Owen Hughes/Thomas Teague Tyn-y-Mynydd

At the National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth

1925/George Davies Assistant Dentist

1922/John C. Baines Quarry Owner

1774/John Simon Bedw Isa

1839/Robert Parry Ys Gobor Uchaf
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Chapter Eight:  Brief histories of some local
houses and inns

The first  drinking houses were,  of  course,  drovers'  inns,  which in
later years, at the demise of the drovers, were to adopt their own
individual names relating to their craft, place or status, etc.  Most of
these old establishments today are well-preserved residences.

The main trade of the inns of Rhewl came from local farmers and
their families, travellers on the old coach road to the north and west
coasts of Wales.  It is these inns which have survived the ravages of
time, through occupation and preservation.  This can also thankfully
be said of farms and other residences, though a dozen or more ruins
in the valley are evidence of an indifference to occupy and preserve,
or for other unknown economic circumstances at the time.

Castell  (Castle) 1600

First known as Turf Cottage until it was extended, then for a short
while  named Bron-y-Graig,  because  it  was  thrown  up  on  a  rock
plateau for its solid foundation, a very unpopular name for a short
time.  After the extension was improved and another floor added it
was renamed 'Castell'.  No reason is given for that name.  Needless
to say, it does not resemble a castle in size or architecture, but it
was the largest house in the valley and commanded a fine prospect.

This was the second building in the valley to be built by the turning
of a turf and smoke being sent through the chimney by nightfall, the
first being at Graig Ddu, though they were not necessarily the first
dwellings to be built in the valley; others have a greater claim to age
and origin.

Hafod Rhysg (Summer House, Rest House) 1700

The first dwelling was a sort of stop-over dwelling.  A five bar gate
spanned the road at the bottom of the incline at Coed-y-Foel.  It is
not known if tolls were taken, but repairs were made to wagons and
coaches after the journey from Glyndyfdwy, over the top and down
the steep gradient.  Coming the other way passengers, wagons and
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animals would rest awhile before attacking the steep incline.  There
was a toll-gate at Llydiart Annie.

In 1897 lived Mr. and Mrs. Jones, grandparents of Maldwyn Griffiths,
who now resides in the family home with his wife Gladys.  The rest
of  the  family  still  live  in  the  area  -  brother  Dilwyn and  sisters
Florence and Phyllis.

Bryn Derwen (Oak Tree Hill) 1796

Sarah and Dafydd Morris were descendants from Castell.  Quite a
few descendants of this well-known and popular family still live in the
area.  Bryn Derwen was one of a series of dwellings for the housing
of young families of farm and quarry workers.

Tyn-y-Mynydd (Mountain House) 1700

An old document states that a Thomas Teague and Owen Hughes
resided here in 1694 - this must be a disfigured entry by at least a
century.   However,  there  existed  on  this  site  two  very  old  and
crudely built cottages.  On an old map this site has an incomplete
title -  'Cae-Uchaf’ (High Field ?)

After the first war two gentlemen by the names of Edward Lloyd and
Evan Evans re-strengthened the framework  and encased the two
together  to  form  an  attractive  type  of  miniature  villa,  with  three
whitewashed arches.

This residence was known as Tyn-y-Mynydd as far back as the late
1700s, before that it could have been named High Field, because of
the panorama from all the windows.

Cae Llewelyn (Llewelyn's Field) 1600s

This is the famous Llewelyn's Field where he is supposed to have
rested from the ravages of his lost battles.  It is more than likely that
he was planning his final battle at Rhiw Goch, with the remnants of
his army.  

It  would  be  about  two  hundred  and  fifty  years  before  the  first
dwelling would be built on this famous site.  The long barn may be
the only surviving building of that period, but somewhat later than
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the  dwelling.   The crude  outhouses  are  more  reminiscent  of  the
earlier years.

The slate from the walls of the first dwelling may be seen in rebuilt
walls,  supporting  two  lawns  at  the  front  of  today's  attractive
farmhouse.   It  is  quite  possible  that  the  old  dwelling  forms  the
foundations of the new Cae Llewelyn.

Glan-yr-Afon (River Bank) late 1700s

An unusual feature of this cottage, this one building consisted of two
cottages from the start,  unlike most dwellings in the valley,  which
added animal houses or extensions later.  Strangely,  there was a
communicating  door  on  the  ground  floor  from  the  beginning,  so
obviously there was a family connection.  A plain dwelling, no farm
or smallholding.  A Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jones resided here, with four
sons  and  three  daughters,  some  descendants  of  whom  are
scattered afar, but most reside locally.

Sun Inn 1600

This  old  Welsh  inn  has  to  be  associated  with  drovers  tales  and
coaching days.   The last  mark of  its  famous coaching  days was
removed at the end of the last war, when the council ordered the
innkeeper, Mr. A.C. Coulter, to remove the slate mounting stones
from the corner  of  the  inn,  because  they were  an obstruction  to
modern traffic turning the corner.  As it turned out, the council had
no authority for the order, as that section is a private road.

These steps were used by horsemen to mount  their  horses,  and
coach passengers to enter their coach.  This is tragically a typical
example of modern councils' destruction of our historical past, which
is happening all over the country, usually to build supermarkets or
high-rise  flats.   Fortunately,  that  devastation  never  happened  in
Rhewl.  The porch on the front of the Sun Inn was erected by the
licensee 'Ted' Thomas in 1944.
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At the Sun Inn, though used by drovers for drinking, only wealthy
coach passengers stayed in the one available room, the coachman
sleeping in the outhouse, or at best in the coach, which pulled into a
yard at the rear, which is now the beer garden.

It would appear to be one of the oldest surviving inns of the coaching
days,  and  still  serving ales  and  meals.   Whether  it  is  the  oldest
cannot  be  established,  through  documents  not  being  made
available, except by the slate used in the building, and the quality of
that slate.  The construction suggests that it is the oldest, though not
by many years, of its neighbours. The demand for alehouses and
inns on the coach routes of that period was phenomenal - five within
a mile.

The  'Sun' made its contribution to the social life of the village, at
least for the village drinkers, any excuse for a celebratory occasion.'
In later years the Tontine Club became a welcome annual event for
all the villagers, non-drinkers included. Strict teetotallers took their
cash.

Plas Bilmon - Caes Pilmon 1600

An alehouse on the drovers' route, with its secret cellar for brewing,
and  its  entrance  in  the  kitchen,  no  outside  exit,  now long  since
sealed  up  before  falling  into  ruin.   The  bread  baking  oven  was
alongside the fire grate and oven in this one-roomed dwelling, which
had a rickety flight of stairs to an attic floor used as a bedroom.  Few
drovers with large herds used this route, which was mainly for small
herds coming in from North Wales.

Ty Isa 1700

The  poor  drovers'  secret  ale  house,  with  very  small  herds  of
animals.  The brewing cellar was so small it could be used as an
animal house, with a miniature flight of five slate steps curving down
to the earth floor.  The entrance was an obscure door in the kitchen,
no outside exit from the cellar, except for two small vertical ventilator
trap doors, to keep the tax man's eyes from its contents.  Across the
farmyard is what might be considered a combined dwelling and long-
barn, also a granary.
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Long-barns  and  dwellings  were  usually  separate  buildings,  but  a
combination of the two would be a great advantage to those early hill
farmers, with large families and other workers, an unusual feature,
but unrecorded by the historians.  It is unlikely that our early builders
followed  a  strict  architectural  design  just  to  suit  the  historians'
catalogues!
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The Conquering Hero Inn  1800s

The last inn to be built in the valley, by John Roberts, son of Richard
Roberts of Brynfynnon Inn, 1871.  There are many tales relating to
the origin of who or what was the 'Conquering Hero'.  In the 1930s
the licencee,  Mr. Bill  Howard, had a dog called  'Hero',  though it
wasn't  the dog in  one of  the best  tales.   As the inn  was named
before it was built, any tale told afterwards can hardly claim to be the
'hero' in the title.  The best tale was of the dog that attacked a tramp
who was robbing the wife of the licencee, but it is doubtful if that dog
was called Hero, even if the tale was true.

The site of the inn was a small piece of common land alongside a
stream, split by a bridge and cart track.  Mr. John Roberts decided to
fence off the larger portion of the land with the idea of building a
licenced  house  for  passing  travellers,  as  the  locals  were  well
supplied with their demands for moisture at the  'Sun Inn', a quarter
of a mile further on.  They objected to the fence and the idea of
another  drinking  place,  so  took  the  fence  down.   Mr.  Roberts
replaced it, down it came again. This action of fence up, fence down
went on for some considerable time, until  Mr. Roberts decided to
engage London solicitors to fight his case, and they won his right to
build his inn, he being the 'Conquering Hero' over his adversaries.
Hail  the Conquering Hero.  Mr. Roberts was buried on July 16th,
1910.  The oft-told tales of mice and men do not matter in the end.

Butchers Arms (Dee Farm) 1500-1600

Once  known  as  Pen  Draw  Rhewl,  or  Yonder  End,  where  the
slaughtering  of  the drovers'  animals  was  carried  out,  there  being
many weak and lame amongst the herds.

The outlines of  the buildings are still  in existence and in use.   It
would  appear  that  an  extension  had  been  added  to  the  original
simple  dwelling  about  two  hundred  and  fifty  years  later,  as  the
architectural  design  and  the  good  quality  of  the  slate  is  not  in
keeping with the earlier  ale houses and dwellings,  which were of
much more crude structure, though it must be admitted that if there
was an earlier dwelling on site, it really must have been a primitive
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one, and there are signs of one amongst the outhouses, of which
one was the slaughter-house.

Addendum (1985)

The slaughter house has been made into two stables, with a modern
brick wall separating them, an animal house is next door.

The old butchers' ale house and eating room, now stables, is almost
the shape of a long barn - which came in later years - with the first
dwelling alongside.

The second, more palatial inn, has been built next door, with a cellar
entrance against the outside wall,  the main entrance being at the
rear  of  the  inn,  which  is  alongside  the  coach  road.   As  at  the
Hollybush,  a  flight  of  slate  steps  leads  into  the  travellers'  room,
below road level.

Hollybush Inn (Bryn Derwen) 1600s

This was named after the custom to sell ale at fairs and other public
gatherings  under  a  holly  bush  in  out  of  the  way  places  and  in
unlicenced houses, to avoid being molested by the authorities.  This
did  not  apply  to  this  particular  inn  after  the  coach  road  became
established.  The locals and visitors did enjoy their tax-free ale in the
earlier years of the inn's existence.

Efenechtyd (Mynachtyd) 1000-1200  Monks House/Monks Land

The incredible craft of the hands of the monks is stamped on this
rare building, which could be called 'The house of beams'.

Containing  a  priest  hole  and  cave-hide,  a  large  room  that  was
obviously the monks' sleeping quarters, prayer rooms of elaborate
design and architecture.   The panel  design of  the beautifully  cut
beams could have been wattle and daub, but were now filled in.

There  was  a  wall  recess  about  three  feet  wide,  eighteen  inches
deep, and as deep into the wall, with a half moon ceiling, usually an
aumbry, to hold bottles of wine.

In  some  rooms  and  passages  pieces  of  beams  were  encased
alongside  the  supporting  beams,  for  no  other  reason  than  to
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preserve the beam cuts, rather than discard them, or use them for
fuel.

An unusual  feature of  the ceiling beams was the double  or  triple
ridging along the edge of the beam, which disclosed the artistic craft
of the monk/carpenter, or was a more recent design after the monks
left, after the completion of Valle Crucis Abbey.

A  huge  baking  oven  next  to  an  escape  hole  from  a  cellar,  the
entrance of which had been a secret panel in the entrance hall.

All the rooms in the house were supported by huge beams, not only
in the ceiling, but also encased vertically in the walls, no doubt to
help support the vast floors of the rooms above.

The elaborate outhouses consist of a coach-house, stables and wine
store, and cow-herd store shed.

The coach-house suggests it  may have become a travellers'  rest
after the departure of the monks.

The prayer-room had a wall of vertical beams from floor to ceiling,
which  could  be  the  background  for  the  altar  and  other  sacred
adornments.

It is unlikely that the monks from this miniature monastery assisted
in the building of the Abbey, as this was built for them. No doubt they
assisted in the finer decorations with the monks from Plas-yn-Pentre
and Strata Marcella.

Certainly they were efficient sheep farmers at Mynachtyd, and made
a prosperous living in Monks Land, now the Glyndyfdwy Valley.

Plas-yn-Pentre

As at  Efenechtyd,  this historic  house originated in the wattle  and
daub period of  the 12th and  14th  centuries,  and possibly  existed
before the present attractive residence, in a more primitive form, the
present  building  having  been  altered  beyond  recognition  of  the
original monks' house.
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As in all religious residences, it has the usual priest hole and cave
hide,  here it  is  said to have been an escape tunnel,  with an exit
about 100 yards from the house.  A highly unlikely situation, as the
occupants  would  more  likely  wish  to  remain  hidden,  rather  than
expose themselves to the invading armies, or other raiders, as they
escaped.

The original  appearance  of  the  building  as  a  monks'  house  was
completely obliterated by the addition of a third floor, in the black
and white timbered panels  of  the Tudor period,  and a west  wing
extension.

Fortunately, a primitive prayer house is preserved.

This building could be regarded as the twin of Efenechtyd, where the
monks waited for their Abbey to be completed at the Valle Crucis,
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where they would be joined by their Brothers from Strata Marcella,
and Efenechtyd.

Ty Llan (1000) Wattle and Daub (Two periods)

Drovers ' Inn, Vicarage, Modern Dwelling

Situated at the entrance to Llantysilio Hall, opposite the lodge.  This
building  can  boast  wattle  and  daub  of  two  periods,  the  post
Romano/British period and the final period of wattle and daub, with
stronger, more artistic style.

Strong evidence exists of its use as a drovers' arms, in the era of the
drovers'  trails  down  the  Maes-yr-Ychain marshes  from  the  high
wilderness.

Much later  it  was extended to accommodate a larger  family,  and
extra rooms for vicarage work in the twelfth century, when the first
curate  to  be  appointed  was  J.  Lacendos in  1234,  who  no  doubt
resided here.

Incorporated in the new extensions was perhaps one of the largest
baking ovens in the parish, for two dozen loaves or more.  The issue
of white bread to the poor was made through this vicarage by the
Jane Roberts Charity.

The unusually large cellar was part of the second structure, of one
bedroom, large eating room and kitchen.  Large steps of slate slabs
led to the well at the bottom step, which confirms that the cellar was
added later, beyond the wall of the well, which now has a cover to
step on.   The drovers’  cellar  is no doubt a filled-in portion of the
earlier dwelling, which also had a huge open hearth and chimney to
match it.

Passages and odd steps indicate the scope of the extensions to the
original dwelling down the centuries, to contribute inadvertently to an
attractive  private  dwelling,  with  the  haphazard  appearance  of  a
Welsh mansion.
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Chapter Nine:  Llantysilio School

Situated about half a mile from the village of Llandynan, it stands at
the fork to the village of Rhewl, a mile further along the old coach
road.  Rarely can a school be situated where it surveys panoramic
views of the vale of Rhewl, lucky are the children who spend their
formative years there.

The school was built in 1858, an additional cloakroom extension was
added in 1901.  Let the records speak for themselves.

Its  achievements  in  religious  education  and  other  subjects  were
frequently praised by visiting inspectors, as in 1914 by the Diocesan
Inspector of Schools, who said of Llantysilio School:-

"This  school  maintains  its  high  reputation  for  its  educational
standards and religious teaching, nothing more needs to be said."
Honoured pupils who received book prizes were:- Maud Jones, Eric
Morris, Alfred Baines and John Baines, Jack Davies.

Another report stated - "The general impression given was one of
most commendable purpose fullness and genuine intention on the
part of the teachers to give to the children a thorough grounding in
religious  instruction  and  to  do  so in  a  manner  which  appeals  to
children's interests."

"For several years now our school has not failed to secure one or
more successes in the annual entrance examinations."  An excellent
record for a small country school.

Not  satisfied  with  these  excellent  references,  the  school's  other
activities rate high in its other endeavours.

19th June, 1915  Acknowledgement from Buckingham Palace of our
girls' donation of 10/- (ten shillings) to the Queen's Work for Women
Fund.

The school prides itself on its family atmosphere and its concern for
its pupils in an intimate relationship.
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5th October, 1906.  Heard with deepest regret of the death of Miss
Jenny  Jones of  Dee  Farm;  she  had  been  ailing  for  some
considerable time.  She was an only child and the greatest sympathy
is felt for her bereaved parents.  1st August, 1895 Thirty one children
were absent  because of measles,  sympathy was extended to the
parents.

As  was  common  in  most  schools,  certainly  in  the  1800s  -  early
1900s,  the beating heart  of the school is revealed in the detailed
daily  report  in  the  school  log  book by the head teacher  and the
humorous trend in the paraphrasing, i.e.-

"Dilwyn Griffiths has been present only three times since he was
fourteen, but is still missing!"

"Several  children  were  late  this  morning,  especially  those  from
Maesllyn.”

"Found a stone on the roof, endeavoured to find the stone-throwers.
Punished very severely some of the boys for stone-throwing."

"Katie Irving created a scene this morning, she did not wish to come
to school - gave her teacher a considerable amount of trouble."

"Stanley Jones and John Evan Jones were found at Groesllwyd with
the sheep shearers"?

"Jack Davies is weak in arithmetic in standard 1  (1+1=1),  so must
remain in standard 1 for another term, as in standard 2, 1+1=3!”

"July 1st,  1910 - Children clean and tidy.  Stanley Jones absent all
week ?  Nellie Davies left for service, age fourteen.”

"July  15th,  1910 -  Richard Jones,  Conquering Hero Inn,  is  to  be
buried tomorrow afternoon."

"February  14th,  1918  -  Morris  Jones and  Alfred  Baines absent
without permission."

Space was always found for sad news of the period, the  1914-18
war:-
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"29th  April,  1918.   Peter  Morris reported  missing,  then  reported
'Killed in action'.”

"Stanley Jones reported badly gassed."

"16th April, 1918.  Private Teddy Baines wounded."

"Polly Baines absent a.m.  Grandfather had died yesterday.”

"April 12th, 1918.  Another old boy has made the supreme sacrifice,
viz James Thorne."

- and of course the incidentals:-

Teachers salary in 1906 was £35 per annum.  School nurse in 1916
was Nurse Williams from Garth.  Esmore Lloyd started school 1st
September, 1936.

1800s - and the school, the sparse classrooms of the period - was
matched only by the strict dress of the children. Long sleeved below
the knee dress for the girls.  Boys wore a stiff white collar and heavy
tweedy suit, as though permanently dressed for Sunday.

The long wooden bench like desks, and the long four-seater planks,
added to the bleakness of the classroom, which might boast a wall
print of "Suffer little children to come unto me", and they certainly
suffered.

It is known that every Good Friday one shilling and sixpence (1/6)
was given to each child to do with as they wished.  All the children
gave the gift to their parents, which in the first instance came from
the estate through the chapel, or from the diocese.

Most children walked to school from whatever distance they lived -
or for that matter whatever height for the mountain dwellers - which
might be two miles or more.  On rare occasions a child could be
seen being brought to school in a pony and trap, on horseback, or
even in a haycart.

Lawden the Bard

"Where there was no school to be had but an English one and no
teacher but  a Saxon,  the Welsh would  study their  own language
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more than ever and increase and improve in the number of their
letters and cuttings until they came to their present condition."

Parochial School

“By  deed  dated  16th  August,  1858,  Charles  John  Tottenham,  of
Berwyn  House,  Llangollen  freely  and  voluntarily  and  without
valuable consideration granted and conveyed a piece of land about
half an acre in extent, situated in the parish of Llantysilio.

To permit the buildings to be erected thereon to be used as a school
for  the  education  of  children  and  adults,  or  children  only  of  the
labouring  and  manufacturing  or  other  poorer  classes  in  the  said
parish, and for no other purpose except use or direct the premises to
be used for the purpose of Sunday School or public holidays.  The
managers  were  Vicar  (Chairman),  Sir  Theodore  Martin,  Major
Tottenham and H.B. Robertson, Esq.”

A  school  can  only  succeed  when  it  shows  such  dedication  for
teaching, and concern for the personal lives of its pupils.  Llantysilio
School  certainly  carried  out  these  endeavours  seriously,  and
continues to do so today.

Tales my Grandfather told me - V. Parry

The family lived at Oernant Farm, on the Horseshoe Pass.

My Grandfather, and his sister Sarah, walked over the mountain to a
tutor at Llandynan, and paid two pence halfpenny (2½d) per week
for tuition.

This  was  about  1849  -  1855,  some  years  before  the  school  in
Llandynan was built.

These classes were held in the granary in Ty Isa farmyard, also at
Llydiart Annie cottage (Owen Lloyd House).

Grandfather did not benefit a lot, as he spent the money on sweets
and played truant; Sarah became a good scholar.
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Chapter Ten:  Transport

Transport for our forbears in the 1800s was a dray, a crude wooden
platform attached to the axle, with two timber wheels, no seats.

The farmer and his son - on market days the whole family - sat on
the platform, or a box containing animals for market, a bale of hay,
and  other  caged  animals,  usually  pulled  by  a  shire  horse,  or  a
shaggy old mare.

It  was some time before  they discovered that  they could  carry  a
larger load, with loose sloping sides roped to the platform.  They had
to be adjustable for going down narrow roads with high hedgerows.

As the years passed, the farmer, his machine or cart, and road were
adjusted to each other's needs.

In Rhewl in 1922 was to be seen arriving the first bus from B.M.M.S.
- Bryn Melyn Motor Services - driven by a young man of seventeen,
who had just passed his motor bus test, Tegid Jones, who served
them until he retired.  The perfect public service driver, no hurry to
arrive at  the destination,  so long as the passengers'  needs were
served, including farms en route.  Pick up a churn of milk or a parcel
and deliver it to its destination on the same bus, same journey, same
day,  and they will  still  do it  today.   Trip to Llangollen,  ten pence
return, sixpence single.

"Bryn Melyn" translates as "Yellow Hill",  an autumn scene outside
the  same  named  cottage  of  Laddie  Jones,  who  started  the  bus
service,  today  a  successful  company  with  a  fleet  of  coaches  in
Llangollen.  It was nicknamed “Whywalks - when you can catch a
bus."

One of the first visitors to Rhewl after the war was ex-Army transport
driver  A.C.  Coulter,  on  his  ex-Army  motor  bike,  a  belt
driven/acetylene  1914  Norton,  No.  GB14-10.   Here  he  met  his
fiancee,  Miss  Elizabeth  Jones,  of  Glan-yr-Afon,  whom  he  later
married.
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The first cars and farm machines were seen coming on the roads of
land-owners,  bringing  an  exciting  period  of  work  to  local  farm
labourers, driving for the first time these oddities of a new industrial
age for farmers.

In the '30s 'Bill' Howard ran a taxi service from the "Conquering Hero
Inn" with his Lee Francis, a car of the aristocracy of cars.  He was to
keep his taxi service going until he retired after the last war.

Compare that with the first transportation in the severe winters of the
1800s, a simple sledge pulled by a shaggy mare would trudge its
way  to  Llangollen  market  for  the  week's  groceries  for  the  large
family, including a large supply of bread, if baking could not be done
at the outside bakehouse because of snow drifts.  Mainly because
the firing of the oven was impossible with wet twigs and branches,
and the carrying of the hot bread into the cottage in wintry gales.
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Firing of the outside ovens ready for baking is not the simple straight
forward lighting of a fire in the kitchen.  That is the reason the ovens
were later built alongside the firegrate in the kitchen.  Hot it certainly
was, but it warmed the cottage and kept the walls dry.

For those living on the heights above the village, no such problems
with transport, they had only their legs to carry them up the steep
inclines to their homes.  These inclines were steep beyond belief,
sometimes  up  to  a  mile  or  more  slog,  loaded  with  the  week's
groceries or buckets of coal, the sacks being emptied at the bottom
of the hill, for the residents to collect.  In some rare cases a lonely
lady in her seventies would be doing these same chores,  having
been hardened off in her life as a farmer's wife.  Now finding her
strength from a healthy, weather-beaten life, useful in her retirement.

One gentleman in his eighties, having carried his goods for a mile to
Cymmo Farm, then had to face a climb called Squirrel Hill - probably
because it was only accessible to squirrels - another three quarters
of a mile to his home at Mynydd Bychan, for him it should have been
named Mynydd Uchaf.

Transportation,  a  taken-for-granted  luxury  in  today's  world,  can
really  only  be  appreciated  if  we  know  of  the  tribulations  of  our
forbears.
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Chapter Eleven:  Old Maps
(earliest available 1837, 1875, 1899)

The  so-called  surveyors  of  the  early  1800s  showed  a  lack  of
complete detail  on their maps, whether it  was the wildness of the
countryside, or adverse weather conditions prevented them doing a
complete survey.  Out of a total of thirty eight habitable residences,
only twenty three were shown on the 1837 map.  They were a lot
better  on the 1875 map, showing thirty five habitable  residences.
The next map, in 1899 showed the same thoroughness in detail.

The maps were excellent in other details, and showed all roads and
most mountain trails as we know them today.

Some disagreement on the heights of Llantysilio  Mountains.   The
1837 surveyor shows Moel Gamelin at 1,897 feet, while a modern
post-war  map of  1949 shows it  at  1,700 feet,  and Moel  Faen at
1,450.  In 1837 they couldn't  be bothered climbing that one, they
give Moel Morfydd as 1,804 feet, but the 1949 surveyor says 1,500
feet.

If  we  happened  to  be  climbing,  we  would  look  rather  odd  going
beyond the height stated, much better another peak to be scaled
from the one we thought the top.

Astonishingly,  the 1837  map shows  a mountain  track from Graig
Ddu to Mynydd Bychan and Cwm Tydi, which today is a sheep trail
only, but still accessible to man.

A track from Cymmo to Mynydd Bychan does go a little haywire after
Squirrel Hill.
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What is on the site of today's Tyn-y-Mynydd, Cae Nant Ucha?  On a
map in 1837, "Field  of the High Brook".  There was a stream at that
point between the wars; was that the name of the first two cottages -
what we know today as Tyn-y-Mynydd?
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Chapter Twelve:  Charities

In the depression years of the early 1900s, poverty was rife, no one
knows the extent of the problem during the previous decades in the
valley.  Local ministers and relatives of the wealthier classes began
to organise charities which could supply food and small amounts of
money to needy families.

Extract  from  old  document  at  the  National  Library  of  Wales  in
Aberystwyth:-

Two charities of note were the Jane Roberts Charity in 1710, known
locally  as  the  Tynewydd  Charity,  and  the  Edward  Parry
Charity,1901-33, still carried on today by the Llantysilio Community
Council.  Tynewdd now being a part of Bryn Eglwys.

Charities consist of a net charge of £4.l6s.0d. on Ty Newydd, now;
Coed Ial, by Jane Roberts of Rhydonnen in 1710 and one of twenty
shillings  upon Pen-y-Bryn  by Edward Parry.   The interest  of  £50
given in 1881 by Miss Jane Lloyd of Valle Crucis towards the school.

This charity was paid by Sir Henry Beyer Robertson, as owner of
Llantysilio Hall estate.  The amount was £1 per annum and was paid
half-yearly through the Parish Council of Llantysilio, to be distributed
to the poor of the parish in white bread, according to the terms of the
charity.

"The amounts have been duly received and distributed accordingly
for the last three years, 1901-1902-1903.''

On Good Friday bread would also be distributed, or cash of 1/- to 5/-
or 6d. to 3/6, according to size or status of family.

In  the  16th to  17th century,  some churches  possessed  what  was
known as a  'Dole Cupboard', used to hold bread to be given to the
poor.  They were about four feet long and two loaves high.  They
were also known as 'Livery Cupboards' which - says the Dictionary
of the English Language - means an allowance of food for horses!
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among  other  things.   Today  it  would  make  an  attractive  carved
bookcase.

The poverty in the valley in the 1800s is exemplified by some entries
in the 1881 census returns:-

Fron Cottage - Miriam Holmes widow/pauper,  age 58

Acer Ddu- - Ann Jones/pauper, age 76

Fron - Margaret Holmes, daughter/pauper, age 14

It is heartening to read in records of that era - before a welfare state
was ever thought of - that there were people who were better off and
did seriously consider the plight of poverty-stricken families, as this
entry in census returns of the 1870s reveals -

Garth y Pystil - Anne Hughes, widow with four daughters and three
sons,  was  receiving  parish  relief,  was  also  entitled  to  other  local
benefits because of her large family.

These same benefits were not always available in towns or cities.
These same families,  poor as they were, also helped out their even
poorer neighbours, such was the community spirit of that period.

In the parish of  Llantysilio  there were no fewer than eight  known
charities, all donating mostly cash and food on a permanent basis by
deeds.  These were -

Jane Lloyd Charity,  Jane Roberts Charity,  Thomas Jones Charity,
John Lloyd Charity, Edward Edwards Charity, Edward Parry Charity,
Davies Charity,  etc.  All  bequeathed financial support, the Edward
Parry also included the distribution of white bread.

The following quote is an example of those charities:-

Edward Edwards of Groesllwyd left to the poor of Llantysilio:  £10;
the yearly  interest  to buy flannel,  and the same to be distributed
upon St. Thomas's Day between four of the most indigent women of
the said parish……..half-a-crown's worth of flannel is given to each
of four women as directed.

The sum of £10 is yearly paid from the poor rates as interest for the
principal expended by the parish.
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It would seem that Rhewl enjoyed a primitive welfare state which the
inhabitants could look to for sustenance, etc. in times of depression
through the seasons.

Lost Charity

The Rev. Vaughan Jones left £24 to the poor of Llantysilio.   The
money was in the hands of the former owner of Llantysilio, who paid
it to the parish in 1794 and paid the interest regular up to that time.

The overseer,  it  appears, paid it  away in procuring substitutes for
militia men, they paid nothing in interest, so the charity cannot be
recovered.
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Chapter Thirteen:  Llantysilio Hall

The first hall was built in 1723 by Thomas Jones, above the banks of
the River Dee.  Why this magnificent residence was pulled down is a
mystery to today's modern builders.

It is in records that the existing hall was erected on its present site
merely to enjoy a better prospect of the valley and River Dee.  As it
faces the Rhysgog Mountain there is no great improvement in the
view.  The best outlook was going to be towards the vale of Rhewl.

Ironically,  from  various  vantage  points  only  the  unusually  tall
chimneys can be seen above the top of the hillocks.  One has to go
to the summits of surrounding hills to enjoy the full view of the hall
and its attractive terraces.

The influence of the first hall on the valley in its early years was as
powerful  and  beneficial  to  the  people  as  the church  and  chapel,
especially in the field of charities and work for the local populace.

Author J. Howson wrote:-

"Few spots in this island are more lovely than the reach of the River
Dee near Llantysilio, as seen for instance in the late summer, when
the trees are in their richest foliage, and when beyond the meadow
opposite, the thick bed of foxgloves on the distant hills produces a
warm glow of colouring, brighter than heather."

How true of the scenery about the hall.  Llantysilio Hall was in the
township of Maes-yr-Ychain, the whole of which township belonged
formerly to the monastery of Valle Crucis.

The present occupants are Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Robertson.  Mr.
Robertson's grandfather built Berwyn Station in 1865.

Approaching the hall along the driveway can be heard the sound of
peacocks.  These were brought to the hall some twenty years ago,
to  grace  the  extensive  gardens,  with  their  fantastic  plumage.
Although they cannot fly, some have walked away and are believed
to be in residence in Ruabon and Pentredwr.  They are regarded as
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one of the most beautiful birds in the world, with their remarkable
fan-like spotted tails, which defy description.

At  the  first  hall  in  1851  it  is  on  record  that  Janet  Williams was
farming with five labourers.

In  1903  an  agreement  was  reached  between  Dame  Alexander
Louise and Sir Henry Robertson for the sinking of  the first artesian
well in Llantysilio.  This stone structure is still on site in the grounds
of  Bryntysilio,  now disused and  filled in,  it  appears to have been
used as a stable, although it was only a three-sided structure.

A glebe house was erected in  1859 at a cost of £700.  A site was
given  by  Mr.  Reid of  Llantysilio  Hall,  land  forming  part  of  a
clergyman's benefice, or ecclesiastical living.  Today's vicarage is in
Llandynan.

The architecture and facade of the first hall was  of  such attractive
and intimate style of the period that one is left completely baffled as
to the reason for destroying it in favour of the present appearance of
drab stone and countless chimneys, which ruin an attractive skyline.
No doubt the present respected occupants are compensated by the
attractive views from windows within, on all  floors.  The approach
driveway and terraces are another pleasant feature of the estate.

A  review  of  the  Denbighshire  Yeomanry  Cavalry  took  place  on
Friday 22nd July,  l855,  situated in a delightful spot near Llantysilio
Hall.  The Regiment, which contains three troops, was commanded
by Major Tottenham.  The review inspection was by Colonel Haggart
of the 7th Hussars.

The  Regiment  went  through  a  number  of  evolutions  with  great
precision, and the firing of the skirmishes produced a most beautiful
effect  in  the  valley  by  the echo  of  the  report.   Major  Tottenham
thanked them for their attendance and steady manner in which they
had conducted themselves.

Occasionally  there  is  an  open  day  for  a  local  charity,  when  the
visitors can enjoy tea by the pool and a wander around the well laid
out gardens, which overlook the banks of the River Dee.  The site of
the hall from this angle looks very much more appealing to a critical
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eye, perhaps because of the garden setting, and framework of trees
and shrubs.

"11th  January  1905  -  The  remains  of  Miss  Fanny  Thomas of
Llantysilio  Hall  were  laid  to rest  in  the family  grave in  Llantysilio
Churchyard on Friday, amid general manifestations of mourning by
rich and poor alike."

"Amongst those present were The Hon. Mrs. Best, Capt. W. Best,
Dr.  Richard  Drinkwater,  Sir  Henry Robertson and the indoor  and
outdoor servants.  The bearers were W. Thomas, Maes-yr-Ychain,
R.R. Roberts, The Lodge, Dr. Morris, Castell, Arthur David, Canal
Cottage,  Rowland Pugh,  Pen-y-Bryn,  T.  Ellis,  Police  Station,  Ino
Jones, Cae Llewelyn, Morris Jones, Dee Farm, E. Jones, Maesllyn
Road,  Henry Roberts,  Bryn  Ffynnon,  Lloyd Jones,  Tirion-y-Mab,
Thomas Edwards, Gyfelia, and Hugh Thomas, Hendre."

(Two excerpts above taken from 'Advertiser', July 1855)

In the years of the drovers, before the first hall was built, the trail left
the river bank to avoid the wide sweep of the river bend - encircling
Rhysgog Mountains and the Horseshoe Falls - to rejoin the trail at
the river's edge by the 'Ship Inn' (now Ty Craig).  Why the  'Ship Inn'
is a mystery, unless the licensee was an old sea dog.

On the site of the first lodge was a drovers' ale house.  Parts of the
walls  can still  be seen,  repaired almost beyond recognition.   It  is
believed that there was a drovers arms at the old vicarage at Ty
Llan,  as it  was at  the end of  the drovers'  trail  over  the Maes-yr-
Uchan marshes.   The vale of  Maes-yr-Ychain must  have been a
paradise  to  the  drovers  who  came  from  the  north  over  the
wilderness of the Llantysilio Mountains, then the old pass, finally to
quench  their  thirst  on  dubious  home-brewed  ales  at  the  inn  or
farmhouse of their choice.  In the early years of the halls,  like all
estate  houses,  they had a  huge staff  of  servants  to cover  every
menial task and craft of the day.

Old photographs show local residents making their contribution to
the life and prosperity of the hall, as well as to themselves, whether
it be a kitchen maid, gardener, stonemason or coachman.
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As life's blood flowed through the veins of the villagers, so it did at
the  hall,  to  give  life  a  meaning  and  a  purpose  for  the  servants.
Through  their  endeavours  and  learning,  they  transferred  the
accumulated  knowledge  to  the  villagers,  who  were  creating  the
community we know today as

The Rhewl  (Yr Heol).
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Chapter Fourteen:  Legends and Ghost 
Stories of Rhewl

Throughout  our  lives  we  are  captivated,  young  and  old,  by  the
myths, legends and fairy-tales passed on to us by our grandparents
and parents, and even the horrific tales a visitor likes to tell,  with
dramatic effect.  The young enjoy these more, with wide eyes, so
long as the fear is broken with a tickle and laughter.  Much more
exciting  than  those  tame,  silly  tales  Dad  tells  us.   Such  stories
abound in Rhewl.

Separating fact from fiction is always a difficult task, because most
tales originate from incidents back in time, then become legends,
with  lace  added  to  the  material,  so  the  original  fact  is  buried  in
fiction.  Ghost stories come out best in this selection which follows.

The Elves of Fron

This is particularly true of  a certain lady who resided at  the Fron
Cottage  many  years  ago.   On  a  particular  day  every  year  she
prepared  for  an  attack  by  an  army  of  elves  from  the  woods,
supposed to be the ghosts of Llewelyn's army.  Out she would go
into  her  garden,  then  on  into  the  woods,  waving  her  stick  and
carrying a frying-pan of cooked rabbits and frogs' legs, supposedly
because the smell - which scared the elves back to their haunts -
was associated with the smell of burning bodies in battle.

The Legend of Prince Llewelyn's Battle (1244)

“On the cold,  snow-covered plains of Corwen the beaten army of
Prince Llewelyn wearily retreated towards the shelter of the Rhewl
Valley,  known  then as  Llantysiliau.   The powerful,  well-armoured
forces  of  Henry  Third  finally  pinned  them down  at  Coed-y-Gadfa
(Battlefield Wood).”

Prince Llewelyn had left a marker stone at Graig Ddu (Black Rock)
to mark his site for the onslaught, hopeful of victory in the hills, he
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left a second marker stone at Cymmo, a third at Bwlch-y-Garnedd
(Pass of the Cairn).

The battle  was a slaughter,  Llewelyn's  army battled in  vain,  with
hundreds lying dead and dying on the wooded slopes of Gafaeliau
and across the valley beyond Acer Ddu (Black Acre), the remnants
of the army retreated towards Cymmo by Rhiw Goch Red Hill.

While Prince Llewelyn camped at Cae Llewelyn (Llewelyn's Field) to
plan a diversion at Bryn Coch (Red Hill)  his officers arranged his
escape over the Monks Path to Bryn Eglwys.   The battle of Rhiw
Goch ended in another bloodbath for Llewelyn, a handful of his army
escaped to Bryn Coch, where they were finally annihilated.

The Ghost's Treasure of Abersilio

Many are the tales of coaching days, When roaming bandits raided
farmsteads for their  belongings,  or held up coaches for travellers’
possessions.

This  particular  traveller  hid  all  her  sovereigns  and  jewels  in  her
stocking, and placed it behind the beams of a room at Abersilio.  The
owner of the stocking haunted the area for some time, in an effort to
retrieve  the  stocking,  rather  than  the  treasure  in  it.   When  the
treasure  was  found,  and  the  stocking  rotted  away,  the  ghost
disappeared.

The Tyn Twll Ghost

When this traveller was being murdered, he desperately threw his
sovereigns into the stream flowing past Tyn Twll Farm.  He became
known as 'The Ghost of Rhewl'.  He also silently vanished when his
treasure was found by the farmer.

The best of the ghost stories of Rhewl must surely be:-

The Church Ghost

A Mr. Davis, walking home past the church late one night, was not
too perturbed when an apparition in white appeared walking ahead
of  him,  with  the sound of  footsteps.   The apparition  disappeared
down a side lane to the site of the old lodge, and entered the front
door, which tamed his hackles.  Following his instinct of disbelief, he
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knocked on the door.  A lady in a white dressing gown - who had
obviously  been  sleep-walking  –  cautiously  opened  the  door  and
said, "Not tonight, Mr. Davis, thank you!"

Prince Llewelyn

Elders of the valley say that Acer Ddu was a cemetery for Llewelyn's
soldiers.  It was in fact translated as a ‘Black Day’ for Llewelyn.

Of Llewelyn's marker stones, two have disappeared, the third can be
seen, not in situ,  on its side in the farmyard of Bwlch-y-Garnedd,
mounted on slate slabs,  indicating that it had been moved out of the
way of a local farmer, about one to two hundred years ago.

The Red Hills were named after the spilt blood of Prince Llewelyn's
army.

He died at Cilmeri in 1282.
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Chapter Fifteen:  A Welsh Scene

This final chapter was written in the trenches west of Cassino, Italy,
1944, as a tribute to the Welshmen serving in the Regiment, which
was supporting an attack on Monte Cassino by the Polish Division,
in which they lost thousands of men.  The ruined village of Cassino
is left as a monument to the Polish Division.  This article was written
from memories as a boy in the village of Rhewl in the early 1930s,
and was part of a privately written story of the three war years in
Italy, entitled 'Italy, The Seat of Learning’.  At the time the article was
a  tribute  to  men  of  Rhewl  serving  in  the  armed  forces.   Their
memories of their village were my memories, as I now re-write, that
article.

S. C.
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A Welsh Scene - Yr Rhewl

(A Welsh translation follows this article)

On a cool, crisp morn in mid-Winter, or in the heat of the Summer,
this  Welsh  scene  looks  just  the  same,  picturesque  and  quaint,
nestled on the floor of the valley on the banks of the Dee.  From
whatever vantage point you care to look, that scene of this Welsh
valley remains the same.

Whether you look at it from the north or south side of the Dee, or
from the heights of Moel Gamelin, or from the forests to the west
and the road passing Hafod Rhysg, the scene is always the same,
beautiful and fresh as each new dawn.

The white cottages dotted about the mountain side, the quaint old
steeple of the village chapel, the road that twists and turns, climbs
and drops through open country and shaded glens, over brooklets
that journey down from the mountains.

The  River  Dee  swirling  over  the  rocks,  then  calming  down  to
smooth, glittering ripples, that wash the banks with a faint tinkle, like
the music of the choirs.

The well worn road that winds its way from 'Avondale' into the glen
by the old 'Mill Cottage', then round the steep bend where one can
look down on the foaming Dee.  The road carries on along the banks
of the river, then passes the quaint old cottage of 'Glan-yr-Afon', on
towards the mountain gate,  then up the steep incline  to  'Hafod'.
Before  entering  the  fir-clad  mountainsides  farther  on,  one  must
pause and gaze back over the valley.

There is something about the atmosphere that grips you, makes you
choke back a lump in your throat, your eyes become misty, and then
through the mist of memories it comes to you….

What is it that makes you love this Welsh scene?  It is the people of
the valley who made it v/hat it is.

They were of the best,  and old-fashioned,  that is what  was good
about them.  They were kind, their ideals and principles were high,
and they lived up to them.
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It was the people who were born and bred in the valley and have
now passed  on,  who  laid  those fine  traditions  that  are  typical  of
Welsh life.

Even though you may not have been born in the valley, once you
have seen it you will love it, once you know the people you will love
them, admire and respect them.

No matter what corner of the world you may travel to, you will always
see the valley in your mind, and always want to come back to it.  For
there you see life as it should be lived.

But it is the simple things that count most here after the day's toil is
done.   The green ferns waving in  a mountain breeze,  the sheep
tracks, the rippling brooklets in the glens, the squirrel cracking a nut,
the  woodpecker  tapping  on  the  trunk  of  a  tree,  the  branch  of  a
creeper as it brushes against the window of your cottage, the tame
robin waiting to be fed on your window-sill, rabbits scurrying through
the burrows, and all the noises of wild life echoing from the woods
on the cool night air.

All this you see, hear and smell as you wend your way through the
valley.  It invigorates your soul, brings a sparkle of gladness to your
eyes and you whisper to yourself 'Life', untouched by townships and
industries,  where one lives amidst  the noise of  the city,  the busy
streets of  shoppers,  the smoke from the factories,  the  din  of  the
business world, all this - and never knowing peace.

Life in this valley is as God intended it to be, peaceful and clean
amidst green pastures created by Him.  A traveller will have to travel
far before he will find a scene to compare.

It is impossible to exaggerate the beauty of this Welsh valley.  To the
people who live there it might not seem quite like that, but to their
soldiers on the battlefields of Italy, living in holes in the ground, first
in the treacherous mud of winter, then on the hard-crusted earth of
summer, hearing the rumble of guns and exploding bombs, being a
witness to men, women and children dying,  all  so ghastly and so
unreal.
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That's what helps us to see and appreciate this Welsh scene in our
minds,  in  contrast  to  scenes  of  war,  as  we  go  forward,  always
forward, with our comrades.  We think of this Welsh scene, then we
are happy and encouraged.

Hardships become easy, it's worth fighting for; we whisper -"Some
day, we shall return and become a part of the peace and solitude of
that Welsh Scene."

Gnr .S .G .Coulter, age 18 Cassino, Italy, 1944
1st Heavy Anti-Aircraft Regiment,
Royal Artillery

Rhewl - Golygfa Cymrelg.

Ar boreu oer, crych, yn canol y gaeaf, neu yn 'gwres yr haf, mae y
golygfa  yma yn  ardebaid  a  pert,  cynhesu  yn  y  dyffryn  ar  glanau
Dyfrdwy Llebynag a edrych mae yr olygfa yn parhau.

Pa  ble  bynag  a  edrychi  o  ucheldir  Moel  Gamelin,  coedwig  wrth
Hafod-Rhysg, Gogledd neu De i’r afon. mae yr olygfa yn parhau un
wastod, prudferth, croyw fel y wawr newydd.

Y bwthyn gwyn yma ac acw ar ochor y mynydd y clochdy-moethus
ar yr hen Capel y Pentre, y ffordd yn troi a clydblethu trwy y wlad
agored, cysgod y coedwig, a dros y nant fechan ar ei ffordd lawr y
mynydd.

Yr Afon Dyfrdwy yn llifo dros y craigiau i lawr i’r dyfrod tawel, gan
llathru, a crychu, y glanau fel alaw côr.

Y ffordd wedi gwisgo yn gogla o Avondale i'r glyn wrth Bwthyn yr
Hen Felin, ac yn mlaen heibio y drofa gron lle y gellir edyrych i lawr
ar y Dyfrdwy glyfoeri, mae y ffordd yn canlyn ar hyd glanau yr afon
heibio y bwythyn pert Glan-yr-Afon i gyfeiriad llydiart y mynydd ar allt
Hafod Rhysg,  mae yn rhaid edrych yn ôl dros y dyffryn.
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Beth sydd yn yr awyrglch yma sydd cymeryd gafael?  Ac mae cadw
yn ôl clap sydd yn y gwddf, mae y llygaid yn niwlog, yna trwy y niwl
mae atgofion melus yn dod yn ôl.

Beth  eydd  gwneud  un  i  garu  y’  olygfa  gymreig  yma?   Pobl  y
cymdeithas a gwneuthud.  Hwy yw y goreu hen ffirfio, dyma sydd yn
dda  am  danynt.  maent  yn  cymwynasgar,  mae  ei  reddol  a
egwyddorion yn uchel,  ac maent yn ei cadw.  Y pobl enedigol or
ardal  yn  awr  llawer  o  honynt  wedi  myned  heibio,  a  syfydlodd  yr
traddodiad taniog gymreig hyn, sydd yn ffugysol o bywyd gymreig
hyn nid rhaid fod wedi geni yn yr ardal i gwerthfawrogi a charu y pobl
ar dyffryn yma.

Dim mater i pa gornel o-r byd yr wyt ym teithlo fe gwelir bywyd fel y
dylir  ei  fyw.   Y pethau syml  sydd cyfri  ar  ol  diwrnod o gwaith,  y
rhedyn gwyrdd yn awel y mynydd, llwybrau defaid, y nant yn y pant,
y cath wiwer yn hollti cnau y deryn pren-pigwr yn dyrnu y coeden,
cangen pren yn taro yn ysgafn ar y ffenestr y bwthyn, y robin-fron-
gochyn yn aros am briwsion, gwinod yn rhedeg iw tyllau, swn y byd
gwyllt yn dod ar awel y nos.  Cwbl yma gwelir a orogli fel y canlyn y
ffordd trwy y dyffryn  Mai  yn  nerthu yr  enaid,  dod a gwreichion o
ddiolch ir llygaid, ac mae un yn sisial iw ei hunan.

Dyma bywyd heb teimlad trefydd a dywydrwydd lle mae un yn byw
yn  mhlith  swn  y  Ddinas,  yr  ystrydyn  llawn  o  maelanwyr,  y  mwg
gwaithdal, prysyrdeb y byd, oll heb dim heddwch mae bywyd yn y
dyffryn fel y meddylied Duw ei fod, heddychol a glan, yn mhlith y
porfaudd gwyrdd, darfarwyd ganddo Ef.  Rhaid teithio yn mhell cyn
caffael golygfa i cymharu a hon.

Mae yn arddodadwy i chwanegu prydferthwch y dyffryn cymreig yma
ir pobl sydd yn byw ynddi, ond iw ei milwyr ar maes-y-frwdr yr Eidal,
yn buw mewn tyllau yn y ddaear, yn gyntaf yn llaid bradws y gaeaf,
neu ar crystyn  caled yr  ddaear  yn  yr  haf  yn  clywed yr  gynau yn
grwthro, ar llostrel yn ffrwydro, bod yn destyn i marched, dynion, a
plant yn marw, i gid mor dychrynllyd ac ansylweddol.

Yr hyn sydd yn helpu ni i weled a gwerthfawrogi yr olygfa Gymreig
yma yn ein meddylion, yn erbyn gologfa rhyfel.  Fel yr awn y mlaen,
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ac yn mlaen o hyd, gyda cydfilwir yr ydym yn meddwl am yr olygfa
gymreig yma, ac yr ydym yn cael calondid a hapusrwydd.

Mae caledi yn dyfod yn hawdd, mae y pethau hyn yn werth ymladd
am darynt.

Yr ydyn yn sisial -

Rhiw dlwrnod cawn troi adref a dod yn rhan o heddwch ac inigedd yr

Golygfa Cymreig.
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